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CHAPTER I
1 .
January. 1982. Ligonier. Washington. Wind 
sweeps past my ledge. Here as everywhere in winter, 
season moves forward untouched. Once the dream of this 
northern land was all that I longed for. Now it has 
evolved to stiffened reality. My conscience has followed 
me to this ice-foreign land and I stand in it, trapped. 
Yet, during the very peak of death in winter, I am fresh, 
struggling peacefully to survive. As the snow-hlind 
fades, I find a clean twinkling parade of mountains shore 
in my world.
I face life on my own. It filters solely through 
my train, a joy and a nightmare at once. It has just 
lately occured to me that there is nothing but the self. 
Nothing can be more fascinating than the self. Possession 
forces me to love what I would otherwise let go unnoticed. 
I think of life as a painful acquisition. Though I never 
asked for it, I have become attached to it. My interest 
is definitely aroused. I want to watch my life unfold, 
to know the todays and tomorrows of myself. It is like 
a game in which I have the upper hand; each night I total 
what I have attempted to achieve and what I actually have.
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My parents named me Lisa Kay Fenton. My name is 
Clis. I have incorporated her into the original. The 
first is the shell, the one who would sit in the shadows 
merely sustaining life. Clis is the gaining ground, and 
I am proud of my creation. I have been working on Clis 
for years, all of my energy has gone toward her develop­
ment, and there are so many more possibilities. Whatever 
I will, she can do. Often, when I am shrouded in darkness 
she hides from me. Then, I live the painful death of the 
vital self, ahd have only to wait for it to pass, to find 
Clis again. I need to feel impossibly alive and Clis 
is the only key.
2.
I tumble down the rutted pipes of memory to 
where the child within utters the unvoiced scream of a 
wild pack of words, like wolves circling round chewing 
fat chunks of memory. It is this child inside of me who 
still searches for her mother. I never knew mother 
existed; for me, she was an occasional occurence.
My mother admitted herself to Torrance State 
Mental Hospital one month after I was born. I imagine 
a conversation between her and my father brought her to 
this.
"Jim, guess what? I have a surprise."
"What is it? I hope it doesn't have anything to 
do with money."
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"Why do you always have to look on the bad side 
of things?"
"I'm sorry, go ahead. What was it you wanted to 
tell me?"
"I'm pregnant! Aren't you excited? I sure hope 
it's a girl this time."
"But you already have two boys. What do you want 
another baby for?"
"I thought you'd be happy. Don't blame me, you 
were in on it too."
"I'm not blaming anyone. Don't you have any 
conception of how much it costs to raise kids these days?"
"Why don't you just forget about money for awhile 
and start thinking about me?"
"All I have to say is don't expect to go out with 
three kids to take care of. You're going to be trapped 
at home from now on."
One month after I was bom, I became my grand­
mother's daughter. I rarely think about that early period 
except when my grandmother brings it welling to the surface 
as she did last summer when I was visiting her.
"Don't tell your mother I said this, but when you 
were just a little girl and Grandma took care of you be­
cause your mother didn't feel up to it, or so she said, 
one day I gave you a bath and got you all dressed up.
Well, we were just sitting down to lunch, waiting for your 
dad to come and pick you up because she called and said
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she wanted to see you. Oh, I took care that you didn't 
drop anything on your new dress. Why, I had you all 
gussied up in a red velveteen dress I'd made myself and 
your white pageboy was combed out just so. Well, she 
had the nerve to call and say she didn't want to see you. 
Just like that, no explanation or anything, just didn't 
have the time, I guess. You sat there and cried and 
cried until it nearly broke my heart. I didn't know what 
to do. You know, she had only asked to see you once or 
twice since you were bom. She never even held you, 
acted as if you didn't exist. Pap and I took you for a 
ride in the country and out for an ice cream cone. Why, 
your dad was crushed. So you just remember the next time 
your mother goes putting me down. I'm the one who raised 
you like my own, not her. She didn't have time for you 
while she was lying around like she was on vacation or 
something."
Twenty-three years of fighting to love my mother 
vanished with that speech. I hated her again and could 
not tell her why.
3.
I have been using our separation as an excuse 
for years. Yet, at the time there was no pain; Grandma’s 
was too wonderful. The memory is one of geese honking 
beyond the window in the green haze of summer; me snuggled 
warm against Grandma's silver-lined belly; the warm wind 
scratching the pines against the house. For me there
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could be no more.
My need for passion stems from this period. That 
was the one thing my mother's illness signified. There 
were the excited, rushed weekends when she would come 
home, the romance this unknown woman added to our country 
hideaway, the flowers and attempts at lavish meals, the 
boyish look on my father's face. And there were the day 
trips to the hospital. My father always planned an adven­
ture to take my mother away from her pain; the grounds 
could be transformed into any holiday land he wished. My 
mother and father had control of the dream and the nightmare 
for me.
There was a night, blurred in my mind by constant 
exaggeration, after she had been home for a time, four 
months perhaps, when she and my father did not come home.
We three children sat in front of the T.V., laughing to 
dispel our fear as day turned into night. We had just 
given up on animal crackers and milk and were trying to 
figure out how to make a real dinner, when there were 
lights on the driveway. My father was alone. He went 
straight to him room and I followed him there. He took 
me in his arms and cried.
"I had to take her back. She's not coming home 
tonight."
"It's alright. I'm here. I'll take care of you."
"I know, Lisa. I tried to give her everything.
I just don't know what goes wrong. I can't understand
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why she has to leave us. What does she need that I 
can't give her?"
"I want to make it go away. Why can't I make it 
go away? It's my fault, isn't it? I made her sick by 
being bom."
"It's nobody's fault. It's something none of us 
could stop. It was there inside of her waiting to come 
out all of these years."
He went to his bed and breathed lonely night, his 
face nuzzled to the crumpled woman-smell of the pillow.
A few black strands of hair slinking across it brought 
him to a round of tears. He raised his head and saw me 
standing in the middle of the room, my life erased for a 
time. He took me flashlighting to the kitchen where we 
gathered crackers and juice, then to the boys' room to 
rouse them awake. We all went out into the yard, into 
the breeze of old snows and a ground of unborn greens, 
and he left us there, barefooted on the matted yellow 
grass. He came back, dragging his mattress behind and 
gathered us onto it in a pile, pressing us to his body.
We lay sweating, then cooling on the slope of that yard 
and in our close world, our bodies fitted together, I 
felt whole. She was lost to us for a time.
4.
I know now that I am a woman. Growing up with 
men, evolved from their world, they were all that I knew.
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My body was different, yet my mind thought with them.
I had always had the distinct impression that men knew 
the chosen way, only they had the esoteric script written 
upon their souls, and that women were removed from it, 
knowing only the life of surface banality. Not full in 
themselves, they were meant to follow, taking on the 
burden of everyday life, putting it in order so that man 
could further himself without interference from petty 
doings.
"But Clis, you're a woman. How can you say those 
things?" my brother Drew had asked when we were in Calif­
ornia together this past summer.
"I've never felt any alliance with the rest of 
them. I pride myself on being barren. Sometimes I 
think I had some control over it. Women are made to 
bear children. They come complete with a complicated 
labyrinth in their wombs, designed to catch souls. My 
womb isn't fertile; I was born without eggs, so I have a 
hollow for growth. Like a man, the esoteric script 
unfolds there. It's sad though. I'll never have the 
satisfaction that other women have, to see it grow out­
ward, to be transferred into another body. I'll take my 
growth to the grave. You know. I'm still afraid of women. 
I don't understand them. I feel lost and a certain sick­
ness wells up inside of me when I am grouped with them."
"Would you want to be a man?"
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"No, I've never wanted to be anything other than 
what I am. I'm Clis and that's the only title I'll 
accept."
5.
1 seek men, for 1 am hollow. 1 am filled with 
the blood of my mother. We were fulfilled for a time, then 
the expulsion of the child left us both empty. Now we need 
to be filled by the man again and again for the loss of 
the child. The child could never be enough; it stood as 
constant reminder of filling consumated desire. It was 
the orgasmic trek of life— those nine peaceful months, for 
mother as well as for child. The search for womb-peace 
trails me through life. It is with men that 1 find this 
peace. 1 have always needed the love of a man to reassure 
me. There can be no realization of the self, of the eternal, 
without the mirrored quality of seeing my effect in the 
responses of the man.
6 .
A,legend of cries lodges within and bitter as it 
is inside this body at times, 1 often get trapped in its 
demands and do not seek my escape. 1 am so violent in my 
life-giving, tracing my pain across this town while life- 
beating breath loads in. 1 walked out into the street and 
what was a death-longing body transformed, and was vibrating 
to show life. My soul was dead before the sharing. 1 
must always surface from my padded world, stiff with 
mediocrity, and swell in the newness of my arousal. Alone,
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I merely robot through my trap. I must take this woman, 
myself, into the street, away from the all-consuming 
thoughts that fleet through my head, like a child trying 
to grasp a new set of numbers. For so long I had been 
sterile in the hope for disaster, waiting for my bed to 
fly into flames as I slept, for the heater to clank and 
roar with gas, submerging me in a death so limited that 
outside could not possibly be a deeper hell.
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CHAPTER II
April. 1981. Ligonier. Washington, So, our
town is dying. I've known it for some time. It's in 
our eyes. Waling the streets in the unfettered darkness, 
people milling about on the sidewalks, searching as I was 
for a sense of life in that night. I hadn't felt alive 
for so long.
Perhaps it was not the town that was dying, but me. 
Yet I saw the look in their eyes. They were searching for 
something, every one of them waiting, as I was, to show 
it. None of us gave in. I'd been drinking all night 
in a bar at the end of town. Roundhouse, near the train 
station. All eyes turned to me as I walked in and ordered 
a drink. I felt like a slut, conscious of myself through 
their eyes. Soon they all looked away, all but one. I 
ignored him, wondering as I do when I feel most self- 
conscious s what am I going to do with myself when I am 
older, say around forty, when my breasts sag even more than 
they do at age twenty-two. hair turned gray and teeth 
stained yellow from too many cigarettes; when I haven't 
anywhere to go but the bars. I imagine myself at this 
stage, propped against the bar, my bleary liquor-sheened 
eyes fastened to the bartender as he asks me if the
10
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bum at the end of the bar can buy me a drink. I'll nod, 
a strand of hair falling into my eyes which causes me to 
glance down at my blouse, worn and gaping at the bust, 
revealing my shoddily-pinned bra. There! That's my life, 
evolving from a slut to a common barfly. I had to get off 
of the planet before I lost it.
The man whose interest I had aroused walked over.
I gripped my beer and stared at the cash register in front 
of me.
"Mind if I sit down?"
"I don't know...I suppose not." I watched the 
bartender ring $1.35 in sales, then toss a quarter in 
his tip jar.
"Well, you don't sound too excited at the prospect," 
he said as he took his place next to me.
The man whose face I hadn't even looked at began 
mumbling, a monologue about how he'd been in town too long 
and was considering Alaska for the summer.
"There's work up there. I'm having a hell of a 
time finding anything around here. Besides, life is 
much simpler up there."
I nodded at appropriate intervals, all the while 
keeping ray friend's advice in my head, "Make 'boyfingers' 
buy you things..." and my brother's words, "If I was a 
girl, I'd fuck my way around the world." I knew if I 
took my cue and nodded at just the right moments, he
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would continue to buy my drinks. Maybe I’d even rouse 
enough courage to order something expensive, I thought, 
and really make his nonsense worth my while. Another 
drink in hand and I was beginning to enjoy his babble.
I was preparing to enter into my own monologue.
He had gone past Alaskan talk, further along his 
way; he was toying with sexual innuendoes. I'd had sex 
before. The thought didn’t appeal to me. With him it 
would have been a bother, just another sleepless night, 
the pain of undressing in the cold, wearily pleasing an 
unattentive man as I lay contemplating thoughts he’d 
never touch. And there were always those first night 
dreams. My father creeps into the room while we are en­
gaged in oral sex. He begins to cry, but makes no motion 
to leave. Watching it hurts him all the more. Directly 
the police arrive. They stand in the corner whispering, 
ashamed to look as I am mounting him. Disgusted, they 
peer over at us every few minutes, then continue their 
whispering and notetaking. I strain to hear their words 
but can only make out the sound of pages flipping and 
ceaseless jotting. My father hears their words though, 
and his is a look of mortal chagrin. Finally, God walks 
in just as I am coming. My stomach turns. I have defiled 
my soul ; played traitor to my lifeblood. No, I would not 
go through first night dreams for this man no matter how 
many drinks he bought me.
Russia. His talk of escaping to Alaska had revived
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my own dreams. I began to babble about the Siberian 
Desert; Russia the Motherland; the proud working class; 
and the truth of socialism. I continued on, shocking
him all the more with my fantasies.
"My favorite fantasy is that this guy, Dmitri 
Andriusha, drags me from the stable where I have laid my 
bedding for the night, and straps me to the underbelly of 
his reindeer and we ride to the edge of a birch woods 
where he, being a gallant Cossack, takes me for the first 
time."
"Do you really dream that stuff?"
"Do you want to hear another one? I can’t decide 
if this is my favorite or the one that I just told you.
In this one I am a busty Russian Jew newly arrived at a
concentration camp. It is late at night and the showers
are empty, but a wide-eyed, pink-lipped Nazi boy drags me
to a desolate shower and ties me to a fixture. There,
in that sterile concrete shower, he ravishes me while I
bemoan my gentle lover, fighting far on the Eastern front 
in my honor, for the honor of our homeland."
Yes, this could have gone on forever. I stopped 
myself before my fantasies persuaded me that this common 
man was something more, deluded myself into going through 
the nightmare for nothing. I was irritated now that my 
dreams had provoked me. I could not settle down and accept 
my life. Somewhere there was passion such as I imagined.
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I had a man, but we could only find passion when we 
laughed. We hadn't laughed for days.
"Come on, I'll walk you home."
"I'm not going home," I said as I slammed the 
door open and headed down the street. A winded jogger 
whisked past, and turning, followed me down the street.
"Hey, baby, what's your name?"
He disgusted me. I couldn't muster the energy 
to answer. His dribble continued as he followed me into 
the park by the river. I bent over the water fountain 
and listened as his senseless stream of words assaulted 
my ears. I turned and squirted a thick stream of water 
into his face. I never saw that man again. I didn't 
need to.
2.
From the edge of the cliff where I sat, I could 
make out the barges lying calmly in the middle of the 
river, resting for the night, their lights bobbing with 
the warm wash of the tide. The wharf was the only active 
spot on the river. There, a Russian cargo ship was being 
unloaded. I could hear the soft swill of foreign words 
wafting across the water. I imagined my Dmitri Andruisha 
calling to me as I crept into the noiseless corridor of 
dream...
3.
Without men I revel in fantasy. I am a French 
whore, Hansel and Gretel's stepmother, and a priest at
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once. Without these dreams I could not survive. I 
move about in a world void to me, filled with desires 
that I keep back at every turn. I incorporate these three 
dreams into every segment of my mundane life.
One-third of me longs to be a French whore, circa 
1 9 30. To lull in Parisian cafes, clothed in see-through 
black silk, leaf appliques partially covering my aureolas 
and pubic hair, sipping fruit liquors and eating bon-bons; 
this is my dream. Black net gloves covering my hands and 
nails; silk stockings hugging my legs, held up by a black 
lace garter— yes, the entire set-up transpires in my mind 
including a ride into the country where I flirt with the 
taxi driver as I make love to the Surrealist poet I am 
sitting on. In the country, tea and croissants in an 
over-grown garden, nude statues in disrepair among the 
fallen leaves--the dream ends there.
Yet I want to be Hansel and Gretel's step-mother.
I imagine that she was a French whore before marriage.
She would not realize this in her safe little world.
Her face has grown wide, her body stout; she is clothed 
in colorful peasant garb; she bakes bread and attends to 
the fire while waiting for her little darlings to return. 
She thinks of nothing but the twitter of birds in the 
nearby woods. She is the part-time virgin, the woman who 
has had her fun and settled into nullity, into the peace of 
forgetfulness. She is the whore and the holy mother.
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I want to be a twelfth century priest too. To 
reach a state of pure love, to linger long hours over the 
work of the Lord, to care nothing for earthly goods, to 
reach a state of absolute perfection and piety on earth: 
this is the ultimate dream.
Yet, all three dreams would be bitter in reality. 
Dream would break when the whore grew old and useless, 
when Hansel and Gretel didn't return home from their walk 
in the woods, when the priest was lured away from his work 
by a kinky society dame who would eventually replace any 
higher thoughts he had.
At home, I switched on the light. I was faced 
with ray dreary existence once again. No priests, no 
holy mothers reigned here, only Clis. I've always hated 
each place that I live. As soon as the rooms become 
home, the walls haunt me with reflections of my past, they 
gibe me with terrifying memories, mock me for all of the 
wrong, all of the waste that lies behind me. This 
accounted for my life. All that I was, except for a 
string of memories I'd left in my wake, was contained 
herein. Yet, there was no true life in anything. Travel­
ling, (my favorite pastime) was senseless, loneliness 
prevailed and home was inevitably a disappointment. Sex 
was over all too soon, and left a raw emptiness where 
there had once been mere longing. Passion could never 
keep up with itself. It was doled out on holidays and
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after disasters, dished out like appetizers, devoured 
all too soon, leaving me anxious and expectant for more. 
Nothing was ever enough. Most of us have such cruel
moments, thinking we have more to do than actual living.
It’s a tease, a mere pretense. We’ve nothing more to do
than to wait out our time.
5.
There was no satisfaction, all came to nothing.
I wanted off the planet. Christ, I had to get away and 
there was no place left to go. Everyplace had been dis­
covered; there wasn’t a chance of being gallant. All 
explorations had come to an end. Honor had played itself 
out. The priesthood was out of the question because I 
didn’t put enough stock in God to wittle my life away 
praying to his image. It was too much to ask, expecting 
me to be kind and loving the rest of my life. Besides,
I was a woman. I needed my ration of violence. I was 
through with sacrifice; I wanted war. A full scale 
disaster was in order. Everyone would get their ration 
of violence then. We could bellow and rant; fight until 
we wore ourselves out. Ultimate turmoil and unbalance: 
That's what I had been searching for.
6.
Often in my humaneness and misery I can be as 
blind as the rest, concerning myself with particularly 
petty doings. But I didn’t want to spend my allotted
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time never learning anything but the superficies of 
enjoyable living. We are all given the chance to progress 
through this life; most of us forfeit for the simplicity 
of unawareness. Mine is an illuminated life. I have 
always been painfully alone, trying to decipher the 
secret language squirming within. The writing is buried 
deep in my womb; I cannot get lost in this life for long 
before it comes welling to the surface. It haunts me 
constantly, dispelling the pleasantries I am involved 
in at the time. These are the most desparate moments 
of my life. I am willing to learn and sacrifice, to be 
knighted in martyrdom, but the wisdom, the roving light, 
moving as a searchlight through my dark corners, roams 
over me, leaving me virtually untouched. I am forced to 
live in darkness with the memory of the light's warmth, 
waiting for its return.
After long stretches, the memory fades and I try 
to reassemble the now monstrously gross aspects of my life, 
obliterating my soul; erasing the thought of eternal 
wisdom. As I settle into my long sleep, it flashes 
before me again and I am jolted awake. After it has 
passed once again, I hate myself for being part of the 
dark lineage, for not being perfect enough to break 
through the wall into the light.
7.
I pulled out my war comics. Tig Bantam joins
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the Marines and cruises into the jungle with his high- 
powered machine gun to save our honor. Kill those pigs, 
riddle them with bullets; don't leave one of them standing. 
Page after page of good clean American fun. A village 
scene: all of the gooks laid out, bloody in front of
the sweating proud Marines. Only Tig was missing. Why 
wasn't he there to join in the merrymaking, I wondered?
I scanned the remainder of the story. On the final page: 
my hero blasted to pieces in the middle of a mine field. 
They had gone and done him in. No, a teary-eyed Sister 
declared, he had perpetrated his own end. He had destroyed 
himself, the no-good bastard. So, that was what war 
reduced you to. I was disillusioned with it too; there 
was no solution to our boredom. I tossed the comics out 
the window where I'd thrown so many things: shoes, papers,
fattening food, tom underwear. Only the shoes were gone.
I had seen someone stumbling around town in them. No 
doubt the comics would find their way into someone else*s 
hands.
8.
I had been waiting for Bob's call. We hadn't 
laughed in so long. I was waiting for something to make 
me feel alive since he wasn't. I fought; tended my 
nerves against the blackness, suffocating its growth with 
every breath. I knew the black hours I feared would 
never leave. I was searching in my own dark comers.
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away from the light he had poisoned, for some key, some 
opening to crawl into. I was the woman alone and seeping. 
And the night came to me, showing its underwing.
The lights went off all over town. Yes, finally 
the night was about to show me a sense of life; lend me 
a bit of magic for this mundane Easter Eve. It couldn't 
stop there. Something more; I wanted something more now 
that the night had roused my passion. It had conjured 
my soul. Often I can not find it, tripping through my 
days unaware, as I am apt to do. That night it was 
restless inside of me, the spirit longed to overtake, to 
be free to attain the heights of its terrible longing.
Yet, it was weighted down by my body.
I
The moon was ringed with brilliant blue, a haze 
gathered round it. I wanted to be part of that night, the 
wind blowing through me, the full bright moon gleaming on 
me, lost in the dark wood. Watching it was not enough.
I was tormented by the complete nullity of my life. So 
many dreams flitted thrcwugh my head, but none came about. 
If the dream could materialize I would be at peace. I 
wanted to be in those woods, not walking but omnipotent.
I wanted to lie at the roots of the trees, fly in the high 
night air; at once to be in the moon's position and feel 
the cool hazy rings of blue and ice-white circling round 
me; to see this earth that I was trapped on.
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I would have given the rest of this normalcy, this 
death in life to take the moon as it was that night, into 
my room alone. I find bits of such beauty strewn all 
through life, but my senses have dulled from all that 
drags in between. I can never fit all of the spots of 
beauty together; never realize the design in its entirety. 
Dulled by actual living, I fail to realize the whole. With 
the moon, in its glory, as it was that night, waning orange 
over our town, I saw the beauty of the celestial. Through 
normal preoccupied eyes I see only the ground below, 
never bothering to look up to the heavens. Now, to take 
that moon, the size it appeared to be that night, to lock 
the door to the world, suspending it in the corner all 
aglow, we could commune, two beings of the same mold, cast 
so impossibly apart. I take part of that moon into my 
room each night of my life. It is the change of positions, 
the juxtaposition of the cosmos--the summit of existence.
10.
Lightening struck on the far side of the mountain. 
How terribly beautiful everything was. Each smell, each 
sound was melancholy, a memory sensation, recalling wafting 
forms of my past life, things that I perceived but did not 
know. Such sensations occur in spring. I felt terribly 
alive and wanted to fly. Melancholy bouts struck because 
of a smell, or the sound of rain dripping in the air
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until everything was enveloped in a lush green haze.
What makes dream a dream, and nightmare a mightmare?
Not exterior forces, hut the infier mood. The eye distorts 
at will, hideously transforming beauty. When I am most 
conscious that life could be dream if my vision complied, 
that is when nightmare is the hardest to accept. A 
neutral spot was needed, but I could not defy my passion. 
Nothing could kill that longing in me. Those were pre­
posterous days, dream sequence was the predominant theme; 
all was in haze, as if it were not my life that I was 
living, but a breathing recollection.
11
Two nights before we hadn't laughed. After an 
arguement at the "Roundhouse." I used to run to the rail­
road tracks and lie my head between the icy rails. Trains 
came quickly around the corner every half hour or so, 
gliding swiftly with the monstrous weight of gathered 
speed. I wanted to feel my body sliced in two. Bob had
always been amused by my antics, but he hadn't been that
night. He dragged me to my feet and led me back through
town to the boarding house where he had a room. We sat
in opposite corners of that room, neither one of us wanting 
to voice our discordance. Finally he took me to bed 
where he lay on top of me, his warmth hugging me like a 
blanket. We made love through the silence. He stared 
over my head, a blank look on his face. He was not there, 
with me, but somewhere in the past. He hadn't known me
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from any other woman. The cast that protected his 
shattered left wrist pressed against my cheek as he 
came inside of me. Afterwards, he had said that he hadn’t 
wanted to touch me.
The next morning I felt dead in sterility, my lips 
quivering to find a smile for him. He sat in his pain, 
and I in mine. We acknowledged our separateness.
"I want to dig into you and tear the hot blood 
out, to string your veins with my own. You only share 
yourself during sex and when we are wrapped together like 
twins before we wake."
"Clis, you want to devour me. You don't want to 
know me, you want to have me, all of me. I feel as if 
I'm drowning."
"You block my words. You cling to the voices 
out there, voices without words, as I cling to the words 
imbedded deep within you."
"Clis, I can't give up everything for you. I 
need other people."
"You taught me that this was home. That there 
was nothing more distant that we should know about. If 
the world went away, we would be shrouded in security.
We have everything man can make from the dream. It is no 
less real here than anywhere. The problem is that you no 
longer think only of me. We are not your dream. You no 
longer feel as I do, so you can’t think in that impossibly
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romantic pattern. I am alone."
"I’m sorry, Clis. I'll try."
We heard the soft, slow death of human words 
beyond the window. I felt warm and blanketed in the 
hollowness of his bed, but we rose to face the wordsj 
from heaviness of death we readjusted to our neglected 
lives. Backtracking through the night before, we tore into 
the soft, moaning gurgle of both of our words, our womb- 
secrets, until they no longer held meaning for either of 
us.
11
Finally Bob called. I begged him to meet me, to 
talk to me before he left me. He agreed to meet me down­
town for ten minutes. I could tell he was mentally 
exhausted and just wanted to have done with it. On my 
way downtown, I walked past every house, zigzagging to 
glimpse in festive holiday windows. Everywhere families 
grouped together, talking in their living rooms over 
family albums or laughing, crowded around the dining room 
table. No one had thought to invite me. There was a party 
in full swing along the way. People sat on the roof drink­
ing beer, shouting to the others who wandered in and out of 
the front door. Apparently most of them had found their 
allottment of passion on this holiday. I went to the 
park to swing. I swung higher and higher until my hair 
swept the ground below, hanging free in the air, my arms
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and legs aching as if I were dancing. The sky unfurled, 
congested above. I felt alive again. A little girl 
came running from a backyard across the street, and 
approaching slowly, suddenly ran up behind me and started 
pushing the swing. I recoiled. I couldn't imagine why 
she was touching me. Finally I eased into her touch, 
letting her warmth soothe me. I forgot my fear. She 
could have been any woman to me.
12
A crowd was gathered in front of the Methodist 
church from the park. I had a terrific urge to repulse 
them, to make them twitter in astonishment, to give them 
something to huddle about. I wanted to strip right there, 
to gyrate among them, screaming, "Show me a sense of 
passion. You are all living dead, regardless of your 
pastel Easter suits."
I didn't say a word. I was entranced by the scene 
beyond in the nursery. A calm minister with effeminate 
hands lifted the last baby from the cradle and handed it 
to mother. I wanted him to place me in that cradle, so 
that I might linger for the night in the smell of warm 
childhood, to turn out the light, leaving me in the dark 
to play with the mobile hanging overhead, sucking on a 
wet Tuc cracker. But there was no return to the nursery.
I continued on my walk.
I cut down an alley and a dog slunk past me.
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guarding some treasure. The tiny mutt blocked my path 
and, gripping a soiled diaper jealously, he growled at 
me, thinking I wanted his security. I confronted him.
"I don't want your stinkin' diaper!"
Funny how protective everyone and everything was. 
They thought I wanted the world, every last fucking bit.
13
Bob wouldn't look me in the eye. He was nervous, 
wanting to get our parting over as quickly as possible. 
This was the perfect setting for our demise. I was happy, 
ready to play the role, almost as if I wasn't involved,
yet I was about to lose my health circuit.
A girl with too much eyeshadow on interrupted our 
conversation as we were leaning against the jukebox. It 
was her birthday and she wanted to climb on top and sing 
her favorite song to her friends.
"How can she be with a bunch of girls on her
birthday? She ought to be out getting laid. That's no
way to spend your birthday."
"My birthday is next week. I'll be spending it
alone."
Bob had given me a "don't torture me" look, and 
we both lapsed into silence. I begged him to go to Russia 
with me, to run right then down to the dock, to jump 
aboard the Russian cargo ship that would be pulling out 
the next morning. He tried to talk about us, as I had
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wanted. I could only talk of Russia. I'd never been 
more serious.
"Once in the Bahamas," I began, "Air Florida 
lost our backpacks, and my brother and I walked out of 
the Customs building into the night with nothing but the 
clothes we had on. No money or identification; no idea 
where we were. The airport closed and there was nothing 
in sight, no lights, no buildings, nothing but miles of 
beach. I've never felt so free. I took my dress off, 
wrapped it around my body, and slept on the beach. I 
didn't have my nightmares that time. Bob, if we boarded 
that ship to Russia, we'd have nothing to depend on but 
one another. Don't you see, we're not the problem; it's 
all of the outside interference we have to deal with. We 
could make the clutter go away, erase this conglomerated 
world— we'd only need one another."
"Clis, listen. What you don't understand now is 
that this relationship is incestuous. We have the same 
thought patterns. You're like my sister. I need to get 
away from myself, and you're driving me closer. I'm 
sorry. I have to get out of here. I promised to meet 
someone at the Roundhouse to play pool. I have to go."
He wasn't going to spoil my grand finale.
"Bob, the nightmares come with half-waking; when 
I realize that I am alone. The emptiness comes flooding 
in, smothering me when I am still childlike and unconscious. 
I've had them for two consecutive nights. I remember after
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having had you for awhile, one morning I was half-awake 
and afraid of the inevitable nightmare of waking. I 
didn't know what I was afraid of exactly, I only knew that 
it was lurking on the other side of sleep. I was so over­
whelmed by anxiety that I was forced to wake, to open my 
eyes. I saw your hair mixed with mine on the pillow and 
the void was breached. I sunk back into peaceful sleep.
It is the sense of familiarity, a part of yourself you 
have given that is never returned, merely exchanged for a 
part of the other person, something that is lost forever 
to you; an empty longing clings in its place, like the 
feel of the empty vagina--that is what is impossible to 
accept. Like masturbating."
"Ha. Ha...masturbating! Now you've really caught 
my interest. What the hell are you rambling about? You're 
just trying to distract me!"
"I'm serious. Do you remember the time we were 
in that strange little bookstore?"
"The Philospher's Stone?"
"Yeah. Anyway you picked up a book and started 
reading passages to me and I picked up another book and 
read some back to you as if in answer. Remember we 
laughed about the section in the Chinese book about 
masturbation and casual sex? They said it was a 'mating 
with ghosts.' It's that exchange of parts of our beings, 
the tearing down of interior barriers, the giving, leaving
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an intrinsic part of ourselvds floating out there beyond 
our grasp— it is that which hurts. It is the longing to 
be rejoined with the part that you gave to someone that is 
hard to a c c e p t .  The only satisfaction I  have is that a 
part of both of us is lost out there in time. Prom the 
moment you walk away from me, we will be two unconnected 
people, unknown to one another,but the Bob and Clis who 
loved one another will be caught in time, suspended together 
forever."
"Clis, I'm leaving. I can't take much more of 
this. I'm so tired my eyes are like a fucking T.V. screen. 
Everywhere I look I see pink and gray spots."
"You know all that I just said was a bunch of shit.
I can't be rational. Please don't leave me, I can't stand 
to feel this way...talk to me."
"Clis, this is too sad for words. I'm the one who 
is hurting you, I can't help you."
We walked out of the bar and stood watching people 
mill about, never looking at one another: we focused on 
others. Finally Bob grabbed me, and, pushing me against 
the nought brick, he kissed me. My hair had gotten in the 
way, but he didn't stop. He just pressed my body against 
his in a grit of passion.
He stuffed tw e n ty  dollars in my pocket and said,
"Go on, get lost. Go anyplace b u t  the Roundhose. I can't 
stand to see you anymore tonight. I'll write to you though.
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I'll explain everything."
I ran down the street, knowing all the while that 
he was still standing there, watching me go.
I went to the window he had pointed out to me some 
time before, where an old woman lay sleeping with the light 
on, half exposed for everyone to see. That night the frail 
old woman was still there, asleep in her bed. But there 
was an old washed-out man by her bed, ringed in yellow light. 
He was watching her sleep, watching her die. He had tucked 
the covers around her arms, as she had never done for herself.
14.
I can remember the first night that we met. During 
a party that I hadn't wanted to be at, he walked up to me at 
the keg and said, "Have you ever been in a mental institu­
tion?"
I hadn't had the sexual energy to impress him.
"Yes, I was hospitalized when I was fourteen for 
severe depression."
"Well, where do we go from here? I suppose it 
would be proper to ask you out to dinner."
A week later we took a taxi up into the mountains 
to a huge old renovated mansion. We had gotten along 
perfectly from the start. He was as unaligned as I was 
and we were perfectly in tune. We sat there in that rest­
aurant for hours, drinking much more than usual out of 
nervousness. Finally, we were the last guests and we knew
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by their hovering that the waiters wanted to close. Bob 
had spent all of his money and we had no way home. We 
went onto the porch and stood looking at the town lights 
far below. We joked about stealing the golf cart that 
stood idle in front of the restaurant, and riding it into 
town. There were three cars left in the parking lot, and I 
had dared to ask Bob to ask the approaching waiter for a 
ride home. He walked up to the man and explained that our 
car had been stolen, and asked for a ride downtown. The
man complied, but halfway down the mountain, asked, "Did
someone really steal your car?"
"Actually we just escaped from a mental institution 
and were pretending to be normal middle class Americans.
We thought dinner and some drinks would be the way to go."
He let us out at the next light. Bob and I went
laughing into the Roundhouse. As soon as we walked in,
Bob's mood changed. I followed his eyes until they came 
to rest on an Oriental woman sitting with a man at a far 
table. I knew at that moment that she was the woman he had 
told me about; the woman he had come to this town for. He 
had fantasies of shooting her in the groin so that she 
could never have sex again. We would spend long hours 
during our relationship shopping for guns. Though he would 
never realize the dream, never come close to buying one, the 
dream kept him from hurting; kept him wrapped in inactivity. 
It was her tampon that hung over his bed like a crucifix.
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bloody and reminiscent of their first night together; 
their last night together. It was a symbol of his love.
It was all he had left of her. I knew that I could never 
replace her, yet I tried for a long time afterwards.
I had tried to calm him, get him to talk, anything 
to get his mind away from her. I suggested that we leave 
and as we were walking home, he had said, "I have a present."
"For me?"
"For both of us."
He had his camera with him and as we walked toward 
the bridge that led to the other side of town where we 
both lived, he stopped before a department store and asked 
me to pose in front of an Oriental mannequin freeze-framed 
in the window. He spent a long time adjusting the lens and 
finally he asked me to move aside and snapped a picture of 
the mannequin minus me. We continued on, walking until we 
came to the windows of Ho-Bell's car dealership.
"Are you ready for your present?"
"You mean the picture that you took back there 
wasn't the surprise?"
"No. It is yet to come. Miss Fenton."
He delicately spread his hand over a windowpane 
and caressed it. I had been looking beyond the glass, into 
the empty showroom, when suddenly he put his fist through 
the window. A thrill went through me, as I imagine it did 
him. That had been my first experience with senseless
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destruction. I enjoyed it.
Later, as we sat in the hospital emergency ward 
waiting for the X-rays to come back, I asked him why he 
had done it.
"It's passion without direction, I guess. I often 
do things that later I can't remember the reason why: evil
things, stupid things; all the same I do them again and 
again."
"I'm the same way. I think that it's the search 
for the unknown, for the pre-Christian side of myself. I 
was taught to follow a set pattern, not to explore the 
nether aspects of myself, but to follow the Christian 
walkway. In revolt, I spend most of my time seeing just 
how far I can stray without bringing about my own demise."
"Clis, I am transfixed with the power of destruction 
in me. I exercise it in small volumes each day. A sense 
of passion, of destruction arises with each action. I'm 
not careless, accident-prone or suicidal."
"It's probably just that you want to change the 
course of events. Sometimes when I'm cutting something,
I know that I'm cutting too close to my fingers but I 
become transfixed. I'm so fascinated by the prospect of 
breaking up the course of events ,that I have the power to 
control fate, that I go ahead and cut myself. The day 
isn't so normal after that and I feel a certain amount of 
satisfaction."
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"Most of us are suicidal beings. Yet we wouldn't 
dare commit such an out-of-the-ordinary act. It’s too 
irrational to be doing something menial and human like 
going to the bathroom, and the next minute blowing your head 
off. But yet I commit mental suicide every day."
"So do I. It's because it's not me I want dead; 
it's circumstances, it's this world. Sometimes I want it 
to go away and leave me alone."
"When I feel it coming on, it is like I am ice 
skating and I have fallen through the ice. I feel as if I 
were trapped there below that solidified frozen milkwater.
I feel like a bubble that rivets from the bottom of the 
silt and murk ; vaulted, pressing against the dirt-spotted 
wall of ice. It’s like I can't breathe and I have this 
incredible anxiety and strength, and àll I can do is 
flounder."
"It's the same with me, but I can feel it in my 
veins. I feel as if a thousand thundering screams are 
trapped inside of me, digging outward through my veins.
My blood feels like it's filled with the metallic ruin of 
a stale suicide, the thick acidic blood of a death committed 
from within long ago."
15.
I had gone back to that window. Alone, I had 
finally reached the point where I could do it myself. I 
had been so proud that I wished Mr. Ho-Bell was there to
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witness my destruction. I chose the one beside Bob's 
window, the one that had shattered his wrist. I drew my 
hand back and hit it. The glass didn't give. Now that I 
had found that sense of passion, I wasn't about to give up. 
I punched it harder until it shattered. The glass gave, 
but not my wrist. Pieces flew everywhere; one sliver 
lodged in my hand. Those two shattered windows ceased to 
be Ho-Bell's. They were our windows, standing glassless 
side by side forever. If they were ever repaired, still 
they would remain the same: two new panes to replace the
old. I turned away.
A man stood across the street in a ring of porch-
light.
"Maggi...Maggi, is that you?"
The sound of his forlorn voice calling to me, 
imagining I was his Maggi made me sick inside. I had 
wanted to run to him, close out the darkness and stay in 
his secure world, in the yellow porch light of his home.
I had wanted to be Maggi. I walked home, toying with the 
glass embedded in my hand, watching the blood as it dripped 
from Ho-Bell's to my house.
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CHAPTER III 
1.
My Dear Miss Fenton:
Like I never told nobody to hit the road 
and hate to hear you phrase it in such blunt 
terms. It would be nice to think that we could 
be pals now, though 1 feel natural tension... 
waking up Easter Sunday, seeing your present 
on the chair next to my bed, some sick feeling 
dropped through me— 1 haven’t felt such anxiety 
since the winter. 1 wanted you to just dis­
appear into a thin cloud, which is awful, but 
1 felt like you were drowning and 1 hadn’t the 
strength for both of us. 1 could feel us sink­
ing and 1 couldn't get a breath of air.
At the first party, 1 had a winter’s worth 
of murderous ugly thoughts: loneliness,
alientation, despair and all of them ugly 
things like a fly-strewn Baghdad Saturday after­
noon beggar’s market exorcism. Purged, spirits 
rising, good grades and all of that academic 
type praise, it made me think to myself, "Hey,
1 be alive." 1 felt fear, anxiety and deep 
sexual attraction to you at first, but after 
we got to talking, it wasn’t polarized enough.
1 crave ionization, magnetic repulsion, like a 
fire house pelting angry Negroes across a 
public square in Yazoo City, Mississippi in 
19 63. 1 want, 1 want, 1 want. Damn it, what
is more narcissistic than sitting alone all day 
scheming revenge against e v e r y th in g  and holding 
reams of gleaming paper at everyone, screaming, 
"Me, me, me, me!" But then as Purl says, "It’s 
a sickness that has sent us galloping down 
this path."
Always thought that 1 was too far gone 
and bone-strange to be with anybody and was 
always surprised anyone showed any interest 
except curiousity. This is a bullshit letter 
but not really. What the point is is that 
you shouldn’t feel bad. I’m telling you, either 
it’s there or it isn’t, and if it isn’t, it’s 
best for both people to just straighten their 
hair and get the fuck out. You’ve got it, Clis 
and if you play it cool, you’ll do just fine. 
It’s no one’s fault. What you can’t see now 
is that it's over.
36
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That night I walked in the Roundhouse and you 
were there, resentful, hating me, flashing me 
looks of insurmountable ugliness--it was point­
less trying to save it. I hadn’t the energy.
It takes such ferocious energy to throw yourself 
at; another person. I wrote a friend that we were 
allies more than anything else, and was stunned 
when this relationship took such crazy turns.
I felt we had weights around our throats. In 
deep water, indeed. You’ll be alright, though. 
People like you, you’re funny. I’m really the 
one who is outside.
"The dream of simultaneous orgasm is just 
a dead herring flopping on a mirror." This 
inane quote from Tom McGuna was told me this 
winter. So, you see, there really isn’t much 
out there, especially when you’re down. Listen, 
this is going nowhere. I think you look better.
I know it’s my fault, but then not really, but 
in a way it probably is. I don't know what to 
say. "The dream of simul..." Ha. Ha. That 
fucker. I can sit here and think of all the 
scum people who have fucked me over, and I get 
so riled I could bend metal bars. I want to 
send legions of characters, wild-eyed, white- 
haired and mad as hell with straight razors 
slashing their way through all the incessant 
crap of existence, and there’s so much you 
couldn’t begin to stop it all. It’s just one 
of those things you have to learn to live with. 
I'm not like the others. I tried not to hurt 
you, but no matter which way I went I seemed to 
be doing it. It’s one of those paradoxes.
Romance is probably at this point, nothing more 
than a travel poster to Hawaii for the general 
public. Romance isn’t easy. You just don't 
step into it like you walk into an ice cream 
store. It’s bad breaks and awful luck and 
people jumping off of bridges and messy blood- 
splattered drapes. It’s all of that awful 
stuff when it doesn't work. But that’s what 
makes it so great when it hits. I’m guessing 
that it’s worth it; I'm hoping that it is.
Bob
The night that his letter came I had to crawl 
through the window on my hands and knees because I had 
locked myself out. I stood inside near the window looking 
out at the full moon, and in turning, saw something white
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under my door. I had lain in bed with his words, as if 
they were him. With the letter, it was finally over. I 
felt a certain sense of relief to have it done with. There 
was a gladness to be rid of him and the whole tumultuous 
affair, as there is with every parting; every death. I 
could sink into the everyday without care; only the nights, 
when I needed his passion, were bad. It seemed I would 
never touch such blatant life as his again.
I had my nightmares that night. Bob came back 
to me. His genitals were mutilated; that was the reason 
he didn't want me, it hadn't been my fault. He had been 
afraid to love me. But we made love then, on a soft, 
thick Indian blanket. Something kept getting in the way 
though. We couldn’t consummate the relationship. It was 
my brother. He was dead and lying in between us. I kept 
trying to lean over him, to kiss Bob, but always ended up 
kissing my brother instead.
3.
A few months later I was invited to a party and 
Bob was th’ re. 'He was with a woman, and I decided that 
I wouldn't speak to him. He wandered away from her, though, 
and was soon at my side telling me that he and I were the 
best dressed couple at the party. I had reminded him that 
we weren't a couple.
"But I used to feed you and take care of you," he
said.
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"I can take care of myself now."
"Have you ever been in a mental institution,
Miss Fenton?"
"Haven't I heard that somewhere before?" I asked.
"Yeah, you're right. We'd better not start that 
again. I remember how it turned out last time. Sometimes 
I miss you though."
He went back to the woman he had come with and I
went to sit by the fire with his friend, Pat. I had white
bucks on, and Pat kept stepping in the ashes and smearing 
them on my shoes. I didn't stop him, I had a feeling he 
needed to do that. It had grown late; Bob and the woman 
had left along with most of the others, and Pat and I 
were the only ones left except for the hostess. It was 
getting light outside, and Pat offered to walk me home.
As we were walking, he stopped at the beginning of my 
street. I continued walking. I turned around when I 
got to the corner and looked back to see what he was doing. 
He was down on his hands and knees, screaming for me to 
stop, to listen to him.
"Admit that you still love Bob. Right here and
now, admit it. I won't move until you do. Say it to me."
"Alright, I admit it."
"So, what are you going to do about it?"
"Go home and sleep."
"Admit that it's a beautiful morning and that I
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want to sleep with you."
"No. Are you coming or not? I’m not going to 
stand here any longer. I feel sick and I want to go to 
sleep."
"Oh, so just walk away. Don't think about anyone 
but yourself. Just go home to your safe little world.
Get out of here."
I had been planning to. I walked away wondering 
how everything had turned out so miserably. Pat ran after 
me, begging me to sleep with him. I never answered, and 
he never talked to me again.
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1.
March. 1981. I had met John the simmer before 
when I was living in North Dakota and playing local T.V. 
celebrity. He was on a two week leave from the army and 
his mother had invited my friend and 1 over to meet him.
1 had disliked him from the moment 1 met him, and couldn't 
quite figure out why. He took to me instantly. After 
dinner my friend, Jane, invited him to come to the bars 
with us. After about twenty minutes she had to leave, to 
go give the nine o'clock news. She was an anchorwoman 
at KDOU and had gotten me my job as "Miss Cash Call," 
a "Dialing for Dollars" show, minus the movie. 1 had 
not been too happy about being stuck with this man down­
town. 1 wanted to be in free roam, to move from man to 
man and flirt. 1 resigned myself to him.
Two nights later 1 ran into him at a bar. At 
first 1 tried to hide, hoping that he wouldn't see me, 
then 1 decided 1 may as well make him buy me a drink. He 
had bought me a beer, and then took me from table to 
table to introduce me to all of his old friends. He 
invited me to an 'after hours' party and 1 accepted, 
thinking 1 could lose him there and might meet someone 
else. We stood behind the bar in the host's living room 
and played a game 1 had devised called, "Gambling for 
your Life." We threw the dice time after time, and 1
41
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continuously lost my life to him. I owed him everything 
that I had, everything that I would ever have. Jane had 
walked over to the bar and said, "He’s really good-looking. 
I’d like to get to know him better."
I had wanted to kill her. I realized then that I 
disliked him because I wanted him. Long after the party 
ended and everyone had left, (including the host who went 
to his girlfriend’s house) we were lying on the couch 
watching cartoons and pretending that it was still dark 
outside. Actually it was early morning and we hadn't 
known what to do then. He had suggested we go upstairs 
and sleep, since the host wasn’t coming home. We went 
to his bed to lie there with our clothes on. Finally 
he got up and took his pants off and, standing in the 
middle of the room in his oversized army trunks, he said, 
"Don't worry, I won’t take them off."
I had been worried, but as he said that, I 
suddenly wanted him to take them off. He laid back down 
on the bed and I leaned over and kissed him. We made love 
all that morning. We no longer had to pretend it was 
still dark.
When I woke, I felt an overwhelming anxiety and 
sickness and could not find the reason for it. I went 
downstairs and sat looking at the sun burning off the 
late morning haze. I felt that I loved him and could not 
rationalize the feeling. I was sickened by the thought
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that now that I had him, I would never see him again.
He called me from the hed. I went back to him 
and we talked for awhile, until I jumped up and said that 
I had to go. He said that he would come by that afternoon 
to visit me. I never expected to see him again, so went 
home and put myself to troubled sleep. I found out later 
that he had come by three times while I was bemoaning my 
loss. We weren't apart for the next two weeks. As he 
left for the Army, to return to Germany, he said, "Take 
care of yourself, little Clis. Wait for me."
I had waited for almost nine months, never knowing 
when he would return, never hearing a word from him, when I 
met Bob.
John called just as I was replacing him. With 
the call, all of my feelings came flooding back. He was 
on leave for three weeks before being transferred to Fort 
Bragg, North Carolina. At that time, there was no question 
as to who I wanted. I told Bob that my past had come back 
to haunt me, that there was nothing I could do but go to 
it. He wished me well and said he would see me in a few 
weeks.
3.
John and I jumped a freight train, a Burlington 
Northern headed for Seattle. We’d conjured up this 
escapade while sitting in the Roundhouse, bored with 
ourselves and the spring. We left my house at six o’clock
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in the morning outfitted in grubby clothes and thick 
gloves, in order to catch the first train. We headed for 
the depot where I stood beside the tracks while John 
approached a signal man to ask about jumping trains. The 
man gave him all of the information that he needed; it 
was not an unusual request. We had a few hours before 
boarding time and so we went across the street for break­
fast. At ten-thirty we started out again. The train was 
northbound in less than an hour and we had to handpick our 
compartment. We avoided the tower where all of the 
supervisors congregated, and continued on walking between 
two motionless trains. About half a mile up the track we 
found an open car. There were three men seated in a dark 
corner. They invited us, but John declined.
"I wouldn't trust my dog to them. Once we got 
rolling, there'd be no way off and those fuckers would 
probably rape you."
We headed on down the track in search of our own 
compartment. There was only one other open car, and upon 
inspection, we found that the door was not locked open.
"The man that I talked to down by the tower told 
me never to get in a car that didn’t have the door locked 
open. He said a few months ago, they had pulled in and 
hadn't run that train for awhile and when they finally 
went to load it, they found a dead man in one of the cars. 
Apparently he had starved to death because the door had
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locked shut and he couldn't get out. Even if he did 
shout, there would have been no one around to hear him."
"Yeah, you know, I read in the paper last year 
that a man in Lake Charles, Louisiana was sitting on the 
ledge of a car with his legs hanging over the edge while 
they were coupling. That’s when they throw cars down the 
track so that they can attach them together. Well, the 
impact of those two cars slamming into one another forced 
his door closed and it severed his legs. He died."
"We'd better go back and climb in with those bums. 
At least I'll be safe."
"Thanks a lot."
"I'm just kidding. We won't go if you don't want
to."
"You're the one who's afraid of them, not me.
Let's go."
"OK, But here, take this spike. Hide it in your 
coat and use it on them if you have to."
The train was running an hour off schedule and by
the time we started moving we were all friends. Every
train hopper going to Seattle that day was in our car.
There was a black man who told us he never made plans; he
just rode all over the country and collected food stamps 
from different states. In another corner there was a guy 
from New York City who looked like Wild Bill Hickock with 
his curly blond hair and long, looped moustache. He was
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working as a migrant cherry picker for the simmer. Then 
there was Jack. He was headed for an oil field job. Up 
from Louisiana, he told us he had been travelling by way 
of train for the last twenty years. He was in his late 
thirties and had thick black hair and a dark complexion. 
When the train didn't get moving for a half-hour after 
it was scheduled to, he started saying, "I had a mind to 
fire that engineer. If he doesn't get this ole train 
moving. I'm gonna take over for him. Why, I probably know 
more about these chooches than he does."
We heard gravel crunching and soon a guy who 
looked like he should have been spending the afternoon 
at a country club golf course approached the door and asked 
politely if he might join us. We all said yes, but we 
kept our eyes glued on him as he climbed in. He opened 
a book as soon as he was settled in, and we figured he 
didn't want to associate with us. He kept laughing to 
himself as he read. Finally John walked over to where 
he was sitting and said:
"Nice to meet you. My name is John. What did 
you say yours was?"
"God."
"Oh, God...fucker," he said under his breath as 
he returned to my side.
When the train finally got rolling we fell silent 
for a time. I had been too afraid to stand up or move
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near the door so I sat rooted in the corner. All of the 
others, except "God," who never raised his eyes from his 
book, were leaning out of the doors on either side, watching 
the cars on the highway slip behind. Wild Bill opened his 
stachel and began laying out a tablecloth. He spread a 
variety of cheeses and crackers out on top of it and invited 
everyone to help themselves. Jack came up with a bottle 
of wine and the black man reluctantly came up with a stick 
of sausage. When Wild Bill had finished eating, he went 
to the opposite side of the car where he rigged up a 
hammock. He hung a towel in front of it and changed his 
shirt. I imagine that was for my sake. He called it the 
"changin' room." The others pulled out their novels and 
began to read. All except the black man who was doing 
headstands near the door.
Wild Bill asked the black man if he wanted to try 
out his hammock. He got back on his feet and strolled 
over, but when he tried to get in, he found he couldn't 
synchronize his movements. He went back to his original 
position.
"Dat be too good for me. My vanity will get too 
damn big. Dat be luxury. I be thinkin' I be a rich 
fucker if I's to sleep in dat. I be thinkin' I be wealthy. 
I’ll leave that to you white folks."
We came to a pass and all of us hung out to view
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the scenery, including me. Two hours of rough track without 
a mishap had convinced me that there was nothing to fear.
The tracks weren't visible beneath us, just the glorious 
swirling blue waters of a hot pool far below. Once across, 
we passed directly into a forest, broken a few miles in by 
a clearing. In the middle of the clearing there was a 
house with "DEPOT" scrawled across the entrance, and a 
woman in the yard hanging linenes out to dry. I had warm 
visions of her feeding apple pie and homemade ice cream 
to the railroad workers who stopped there as they were 
passing through. She was none too friendly to us though, 
for we waved at her but got no response. Before we re­
entered the forest, we passed an overgrown, weed-tangled 
apple orchard. There was a man standing in its midst, 
looking much like I imagined Custer would in a blue Civil 
War uniform, his long white hair blending with a yellowed 
goatee. There was a long saber hanging from his belt, and 
I imagined if he had the youth's strength to attack, we 
would have been his victims. He was a part of the past, 
caught and echoing in the present.
We were losing our thrill, dusty and tired of the 
ride, when we noticed the train slowing. We passed through 
a tunnel, where the train pulled back and then went zooming 
forward. The light startled us when we came out of the all 
engulfing darkness of the tunnel. We could make out a town
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ahead and decided to jump off at the next curve. We were 
in Paradise, Washington. We took off up the road after 
jumping off, and waving our goodbyes to our fellow travellers 
we wandered into the only bar in that town and ordered two 
Cokes apiece.
"You know that blonde character with the moustache, 
the one in the hammock? I thought he shit his pants. I 
was looking for brown stains on the back of his jeans. I 
couldn't believe that he'd do something like that though.
I sniffed around and said to myself, "No, he couldn't 
have." It was Limburger cheese on his breath. And Jack.
When I first saw that wild fucker, Jack, I said no way 
would I get on that train with an ex-con. He turned out 
to be pretty nice."
I felt something prodding me in the leg.
"I still have my weapon." It was the railroad 
spike John had given me as were walking toward the car.
After a rest, we went back to the road to hitch­
hike home. A car went by every ten minutes or so, but 
none stopped to pick us up. We were so exhausted we 
decided to lie by the side of the road with our hands in 
the air to signal prospective rides. It was a good feeling, 
lying there so far from home in his arms. With him, I 
didn't need a home. Finally we got a ride from a woman 
meter reader who only took us as far as the next town.
We went inside a small cafe to have some coffee.
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"Clis, why don't you go out with anybody? You 
make me feel guilty. I want you to save your heart for 
me, but I didn't say anything about your body. Go out and 
have fun with boys, don't sit at home just for me."
"I don't want anybody. I like you and I like 
myself too much to let just anybody touch me. I'll just 
stay at home and masturbate."
"Come on. There must be somebody you want."
"Once I tricked myself into believing that I could 
go bed-hopping without repercussions. I vowed celibacy 
until you came back to me, but after a few months I couldn't 
hold out any longer. Your friend Stan told me that you 
weren't sitting at home staring at the walls, either. So 
I was at a friend's house who was having a cookout that 
night, and this guy came along wearing diapers."
"Diapers?"
"No, really. Well, actually they were shorts but 
they were so short we thought they were diapers. I got 
carried away and started flirting with him. He responded 
by sitting in my lap. I went along with him, and we sat 
like that for about twenty minutes, joking about getting 
married. When I asked him to get off me so I could catch 
a ride home with a friend, he asked if he could come along.
I didn't care. When we got to my house he asked if he 
could come inside for "a spot of tea." I thought he was 
a jerk, but for some reason I invited him in. From there.
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I just let it happen. You know, once you start kissing 
there’s no turning hack. You may want to, hut your hody 
is in full control. Remember, that's how it started with 
us . "
"Yeah, I know what you mean. It happens to me 
a lot, hut the next morning I always feel like shit. I 
always want it to he you lying there heside me so that I'd 
have someone to talk to."
"Anyway, after we were through, I told him not to 
wake me the next morning when he left to play tennis. I 
felt great when I woke up ; all I had needed to set me 
straight was a good lay. But he came hack that afternoon 
dead drunk, and since I couldn't get rid of him, I told him 
to sleep it off in my hed and I'd he there later when he 
woke up. He disgusted me, hut I felt had about using him 
so when I went to wake him later that night, I was semi­
kind. He kept calling me, "Baby, hahy," and telling me
that he loved me. I couldn't handle it and the last 
straw was when he started fondling my boohs. I told him 
to get out, that it had just been a one night stand, and
that I never wanted to see him again."
"What did he do then? Boy, if I was him I would 
have ripped your clothes off and 'porked the bejesus' out 
of you for treating me that way."
"Well, he should have known better than to come hack 
with those love lines. If people are going to play swinging
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singles, they ought to be able to differentiate between 
love and a single screw.
He started telling me how everyone had hurt him 
so badly and that I didn't have the right to hurt him 
any more. I am not a mercy fuck though, however sympathetic 
I may be. He just wouldn't leave so I told him that if he 
insisted on staying, to turn around so his back was to me.
I had a nightmare during my sleep. One about a furry 
animal crawling all over me. I kept trying to push it 
off, but for some reason my hand wasn't working. It was 
gross, to say the least."
"What did he say to you the next morning?"\
"He was gone when I woke up, but later that day
when I opened the door to go out for the mail, I found a
painting of two buffalo and their calf, and an envelope
with a poem and twenty dollars in it, leaning against the
outer door. I hate buffalo and I hated him even more
after that. It makes me really mad when someone thinks
they know who I am when they don't know anything about
me. Those buffalo were bad enough, but the poem was
the last straw. I laughed about it all day. It was so
funny I memorized it.
You flew on sleeping angel’s wings 
To that place far away 
Where you refill your grace.
And all for free you came to me.
All for free, all for free.
You gave your love to me.
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"That's enough to make me sick. You should have 
shot the fucker the next time he came around."
"That twenty dollars in the envelope really got 
me mad. Imagine giving a girl who slept with you money, 
like she was a prostitute. That was the ultimate insut;
I wouldn't let him get away with it. He had the nerve 
to come hy again that night, spewing all of that love 
nonsense. I told him to hit the road. He curled up on 
my hed and started telling me how he would never forget 
me, that he would love me forever, and that there was no 
life left for him. He actually started crying. Then he 
looked me straight in the eye and said:
"Clis, can I ask you one last favor before I walk 
out of your life forever?"
"I thought he was going to ask for a picture of me 
or something, and do you know what that pig said?"
"No, what?"
"He asked me to make him a sandwich. Just like 
that, "Clis, will you make me a sandwich?" I couldn't 
believe it. My friends stood in the doorway and snickered 
while he ate it. Then he said, "Thanks," and took off like 
nothing had evernhappened. His name was Charles, or 
'Prince Charles' as he called himself. I've never had 
the guts to pick someone up since. I'd rather be alone than 
go through that again. I wish I could forget that I ever 
slept with that bothersome fruit fly."
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We went back to the roadside and waited until a 
lumberjack stopped for us. There was a beer in between 
his legs, but I figured that he couldn't have been off 
work long enough to be drunk. I climbed in the back seat, 
while John got in the front. I had been looking out the 
front window daydreaming, when I heard John scream. We 
were going ninety miles an hour and headed straight for 
the bridge railing in front of us. I jumped forward and 
grabbed the wheel, which sent the car careening toward the 
opposite railing. The lumberjack opened his eyes long 
enough to straighten us out.
"Pull over. Right now! Let us out of this car 
or I'll kill you!"
"OK, buddy. Don’t get so excited. I just fell 
asleep for a little while."
He came to a dead stop in the middle of the highway 
and a Toyota went flying off the road into the gravel in 
order to avoid hitting us. John and I stood by the road­
side long after he had left, hugging one another. We 
decided to take a bus from there. The problem was getting 
to the nearest town. We walked down the road a bit until 
we came to a country bar. John asked the bartender if he 
knew anyone who could give us a ride into the next town.
"We're in kind of a predicament. Our car broke 
down up the road and we need a ride into town. Know 
anybody who's going that way?"
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"Hey, any of you fellas headed to Hamilton soon?
This guy and his wife need a ride."
"Sure. I'm goin' right now. Got me a big engagement 
tonight at the high school. Come on."
The man who gave us a ride just happened to be the 
lead singer for the infamous group, "The Oowpies," which 
we had never heard of. We didn't tell him that though. He 
assured us that every high school girl within a hundred 
miles was after him.
"Yeah, those girls are something else. I practically 
have to leave town after a performance. Why, they drive 
past my home at all hours of the night honking and screamin' 
for me. "
"I was in love with a home town rock star once, too.
I was fifteen and he was twenty-one. He was the first 
person I ever had sex with. I hadn't even known what he 
was doing to me. After that he dropped me and told me I'd 
never amount to anything. For a few months I drove past 
his house and picked up the garbage. I used to go home 
and sort it out, and keep all of the things that had been 
his. Last time I saw him, they had kicked him out of the 
band and he was selling vacuum cleaners door-to-door. Ha, 
poor guy, and he said I'd never amount to anything."
We got out at the only gas station in town and 
turned the outside light on. That was to signal the Grey­
hound bus as it passed through town.
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"Head Cowpie didn't seem too impressed with my 
story. He's probably worrying about his own fate now."
"He's small town U.S.A. all the way. I'll bet 
it will be dictionaries, though."
"I thought he was 'coyote' ugly. If I was one of 
those girls he was talking about and I woke up beside him, 
I'd chew my arm off to get away from him before he woke 
up."
Just then the bus came. There weren't two empty 
seats together so I sat in the front and John went towards 
the back. My seat mate was an old man from St. Paul,
Minnesota who spent the entire trip home lamenting the
state of today's youth. He didn't seem to notice that I 
fell in that category. I wasn't about to play, "Good 
Christian Girl."
"Excuse me, but I find it insulting that you take 
for granted that I'm in agreement with your outrageous 
opinions. Actually I consider early experimentation with
drugs and sex to be a valuable learning experience for a
teenager. And what's more, I don't believe in voting and 
I don't like children, so please keep your opinions to 
yourself."
4.
We'd had an excellent time that day and returned 
home to prepare for a party one of my professors had 
invited me to. We got ready and started towards his house,
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but once there, decided,.we would walk around and drink 
for awhile, allowing time for more guests to arrive. We 
wandered to a dead end and sat down on the curb to finish 
our beers.
"You sound upset about something. What is it?"
I had asked John.
"Nothing. It's just that my stomach hurts. Clis, 
I'm sorry but if you don't mind. I'd rather go back to 
your place and read. If I rest tonight. I'll probably 
feel a lot better tomorrow. I wouldn't be much fun 
anyway if I went with you tonight."
"Would you rather I came home with you now?"
"No, you go along and be with your friends. I'll 
be alright."
He gave me the rest of his beer and said he's 
walk me to the party. It was then that I decided I 
would go to Bob's instead. I had only thought of him 
on and off. I was more curious to know what he was doing 
than I missed him. I had been satisfied with John. But, 
in passing, I had seen that his bedroom light was on.
Now I wanted to go to him.
"John, I don't want to go to the party yet. I'm 
afraid that there won't be enough people that I know 
there. I'll walk you to the corner and point out the 
direction to my house, and then just walk around for 
awhile and drink, OK?"
"Yeah, that's alright. Will you wake me up when
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you come in? Maybe I'll feel better and we can play."
As soon as he was out of sight, I walked down 
the nearest alley and lit a cigarette. After about five 
minutes I figured I could safely resume my route. I had 
to follow the same path John had taken, for Bob lived only 
three blocks from me. I was frightened; I felt as if I 
would get sick if there was a confrontation, if John 
caught me sneaking around in the streets. I couldn't 
have hurt him. Yet, I couldn't lie.
Bob was excited to see me. He told me he was 
just about to start studying but he dragged out a bottle 
of scotch instead. He asked me what I had done with 
"Army man," as we called him.
"He had a stomach ache and I sent him home."
"Does he know you're here?"
"Of course not. But I let him read your short 
story this afternoon and he thought it was excellent.
I told him all about you, except that we were going 
out. He really wants to meet you, and asked if you'd be 
at the party tonight. He thinks that if you two got 
together, you'd be best friends."
"No, you didn't. Why'd ya do that?"
"I just wanted him to know how much you meant to 
me, but in a round-about way. I share everything with 
him, up to the extent where it will hurt him. There's a 
fine line between honesty and cruelty. I'll tell him the
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whole story later, maybe when we're about sixty."
"Now that you're here, I feel like going out.
Do you think I could go to that party with you?"
"Yeah, sure. Let's go."
The party had a rival St. Patrick's Day theme. 
There were four bagpipers in full regale who were leading 
a march downtown just as we were getting our first drinks. 
It seemed that everyone was going on the traditional 
march through the bars, so we joined in at the end of the 
line. As we were crossing the bridge into town, I asked 
him to hold my hand.
"I'm sorry. Miss Fenton. I don't go in for 
adultery."
"What are you talking about?"
"I feel bad for 'Army man,' that's all."
"I do too. I've never done anything like this
before. I don't feel guilty though, and I don't feel any 
worse of a person for this. It's something I needed to 
do."
"Let's just go home, OK?"
We went back to Bob's house and sat in the living 
room that he shared with the other boarders. His roommate, 
an Indian, and his twelve year old step-son were 
getting obnoxiously drunk. Their laughter was broken by 
Bob's violent banging on the piano. He played furiously, 
beautifully; his eyes shut and wild hair flying as he
struck the keys. I was overcome by desire. I wanted him
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to touch me that way. ~The room had silenced with his 
music 5 all were entranced by his playing, when suddenly 
he stood up and said in the quiet;
"Let's go to bed."
His tone had been too violent and desparate for 
alughter. The other three remained silent as I joined 
him on the stairs. He carried that sense of rhythmic 
violence into our lovemaking. We were both trying 
furiously to capture the moment.
"What time is it?"
"Clis, stay longer, please. He'll be asleep 
by now, he won't miss you. If you stay I'll walk you 
home tomorrow."
"No, I have to go."
"Wait, let me read you something."
When there were no more words, when he wanted
my attention most, he always read to me or showed me 
pictures of his idols; mostly scrungy writers or out­
rageously made-up models. He'd always ask;
"Wouldn't you give anything to go to bed with
him?" or "I bet you'd like to be her."
He read me a poem by William Burroughs, one about 
Charles Bukowski. It was something about Bukowski telling 
everyone at a party to stand back, to keep away from him 
or he would throw the whole lot of them out the window.
"I'm going now. Thank you for being here."
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Bob walked me downstairs and stood in the doorway, 
looking after me as I went out into the night. I ran 
home, hoping that John would be asleep and the night would 
end peacefully without a confrontation. I took a shower 
and crawled into my natural place beside him. I had 
those "first night" dreams again. Consciously, I felt 
no guilt. John was my stability, my equal, and Bob was 
the passion in me, the unexplored wildness. Bob re­
generated me so that I could go back to my chosen world 
full of vitality.
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1.
August. 1981, San Francisco, California. Months 
later, I began anew. I no longer listened to the sad 
words of dissolved love. Those time had come to an end, 
cyclically revolving to a new day. Two months before,
I had been tired; ennui was the form of the day. My 
young life had failed me, every aspect of my life was 
worn and I was impatient for furtherance. I could not 
see past my own pain. Bob went rushing through my 
hemisphere, and all flowed downhill. It was a time of 
sacrifice, a struggle with dreams and haunting recollections. 
A new phase evolved that summer, one controlled by strength. 
The loss of noble passionate ideals had petrified my 
sensitivities a bit more than I would have wished. Yet,
I had confidence that my deep longing would surface in 
all of its pain and gaiety. I was growing and it was 
such an exciting thing to watch.
Normalcy was my only complaint. I am so young, 
yet so jaded. It's only for me to change the course of 
events, though. Yet I persist in thinking that the only 
thing I have to do with this life is wait out my time.
I was set loose at birth, into this maze, to feel my way, 
to search for answers. I have only to face my inner 
questioning until the vacuum pulls me back to the womb.
I have no social conscience. Let fate wreak havoc as it
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will} I will stand aside and watch.r
2.
I watch the people in the street below, feeling 
a surge of passion for them as they make their way through 
the maze of this structured life. My brother, Drew, 
walks the corridors of hell each day, as I sit warm 
in the shelter he had provided for me. He is working 
now, at Letterman Hospital in the psychiatric ward. He 
blanks it out daily; their pain which becomes his pain 
through remembrance, until one of the patients, an inmate 
of this horrific world, forces him to the wall. Slashing 
wrists through tendon and bone, muscle and vein, asking 
simply:
"Can you help with the other wrist, Doctor? My 
hand is asleep."
And then there was a man in the therapy group, 
calmly trimming away stray threads from his worn jacket 
with a straight-edged razor. With all of them, it is 
the unvoiced scream, the passion of a murder committed 
from within long ago. One need only listen to their 
calm monologues to know the fear of another death on 
the horizon.
3.
Our last night in California before returning 
to our respective lives in different parts of the 
country, Drew told me what had happened out on those
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streets I looked down on each day from my safe world. He 
had been walking home from 'the hospital and was irritated by 
the sizzling dry lights blaring overhead in the street. He 
escaped to the alley of warm, rotting smells; all life mixing 
in remembrance of the dirty night sinners moving about in 
packs.
"Yet tomorrow, I thought, this alley could be any 
alley in any city, here, just as everywhere, a hidden path 
of garbage from decaying lives smoulders beneath the city's 
facade. I feel a sense of security in that void filled 
with the brutality of ruined lives, as I can not in the clean 
lie of the streets."
His path turned anywhere, walking to dispel the 
devils that haunted and tore at his flesh. He had been 
searching for answers in that night before his sleep, to 
make a memory, to shake himself from petty reality. Walking 
homer he paid little attention to the lazy niggers cooing 
for quarters, those who vaguely try to grasp the outsiders 
who wander through the piss-worn section of city where 
they breed. Coming to the YMCA, Drew paused to listen to 
the commotion that went on about him. He watched the 
people gather, coming off of the stoops where they had been 
sweating out the night ; out of bars. Here and there men 
stopped to piss in empty storefronts before joining the 
rest.
"Jump...jump!" they screamed.
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A man, perhaps a loner far from home, had been 
lying in bed fighting fop sleep, or reading a book without 
seeing the words, or possibly just staring at the walls 
thinking of someone he had left behind, when something 
blasted through the surface and, wheedling through him, 
snapped the pain back into place. Then nothing could 
ever be enough again. With the urging of the crowd, he 
was sickened all the more by life. He jumped, in a long 
freeze frame embedded in Drew's mind.
"His last thoughts were probably that he had to 
mingle with all of that mulched, sickening waste in the 
street below. He had to lie his broken bones down among 
that cold mass of humanity. They wandered back into the 
night, not one of them realizing that it was themselves 
they had urged toward death."
4.
December. 1981. Ligonier, Washington. Drew 
has dreams now. Dreams that he tells me about over coffee. 
He is visiting me before flying to an Indian reservation 
near Billings. Montana to work as an intern for a month.
He has dreams that he is alive and living in San Francisco's 
YMCA. In the dreams, he never gets out of bed, he just lies
there and exists. He is frozen in time and can not get up
no matter how hard he tries. That is all. This is where
the dream begins, where it ends every night.
I no longer remember my dreams. I have safely
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forgotten. The inner voice speaks, hut it holds no\
meaning. Memory has found its place. There is no more 
life at this moment than the sway that carries me. Nothing 
can attack me in my limbictic state. I've heard that many 
live their entire lives in this free state of mind. That's 
the suggestions the reputation of many fulfilling lives.
I am free of the distinct dissatisfaction that surfaces 
with daily living. My life is in constant change. For 
some time I kidded myself into believing that I must have 
a purpose and direction in life. Now, I know I will be 
thinking the same thing at my death.
These days are floating past. Now I enjoy life, 
the introspection and discovery that comes with each new 
day. I am caught in the very current of life. I have 
evolved to the point where I can truly say,
"What does anything matter but belief in the self?" 
All of the waste I've trudged through is worth 
every day that I revel in inner pride.
Lovers still cross my mind at times. With each 
new phase of life, a resurgence of past loves waft in and 
out of my mind. I live a repeat of every relationship; I 
know the misfortune by heart. I pride myself in believing 
that I am strong enough to deal with a romantic affair 
without becoming submerged. I discover each time that I 
am not. I can neither fully retain or obliterate the 
thought of my lovers. All of their words disappear into
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the adult silence. There was a time when I would have\
wanted to scream to either or both of them;
"Fuck me while we are young. We are slipping away. 
Cover my fear with your love. Don't think, just take me 
from these daylight nightmares, this awful segment of time. 
Destroy me with your lust."
Those days are gone; I had underestimated myself.
5.
Drew had made me so happy. I am back at the 
beginning, back where I started, the man as brother my 
sustaining force. I will have lovers again, but for now 
I draw my life peacefully from him. Without Drew, I 
imagine I would not be half of what I am. His love and 
pride have brought me to today.
This morning he woke me with croissants and coffee. 
It was our last day together before he left for Billings, 
Montana.
"Sit down, I’ll serve you."
"OK, but what are we celebrating?"
"Just being together. Here, read this."
He handed me a tiny blue card which said;
You'll find a beautiful gift 
If, with your nose you sniff 
Where all things that smell 
Come to dwell.
"What is it?"
"It's a surprise. Go ahead, guess where it's
hidden."
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"The toilet?"
"Come on, Clis. How could I hide something in the 
toilet?" \
"The laundry?"
"I don't know. Go check."
In the laundry pile I found the blue ceramic bird 
wind chimes I had wanted.
"I can't believe you bought these for me. Thank
you."
"You don't need to thank me. That I was able to 
give you something that you truly wanted is enough of a 
reward for me."
I have been rupturing and repairing for twenty- 
three years. Each time I feel I can not make it, Drew 
commands me to live. Frightening business, life. For 
him, though, I plan to try my damnedest.
"Clis, make them tweet. Make those birds sing
for me."
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1.
December. 1981, Billings. Montana. Robin McGree 
piloted the four-seated "Executive Airline" plane from 
Ligonier to Billings, Montana daily. He stood in the 
waiting room eating raisins from the palm of his hand, 
grabbing them between his teeth one by one as he waited 
for me, his sole passenger. 1 was flying to Billings to 
spend Christmas with Drew on the Crow Reservation where 
he was doing a month long internship in the Emergency Room.
We lifted above the symmetrical city, over a cold 
void of mountain ranges, until clouds mottled the meadow 
and crag region below. A roughly carved oaken cross tied in 
the middle with a frayed piece of leather hung in the window 
and it reminded me of John. There had been few words between 
us in the last seven months. Glints of sun attracted my 
eyes to the wing and far below, on a snow field among the 
crags, 1 imagined 1 saw John fleeting his escape before 1 
spotted him among the blue-black depths. As far back as 
March we had talked of spending Christmas vacation together, 
but then, Robin might have had plans too. Neither of us had 
made it.
All over Washington and Montana people were probably 
wondering about their mail. Perhaps it was a card to Emile, 
scented with rose water and sealed with fine English wax.
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or a box meant for Roger, full of dried fruit and nuts.
Maybe it was a hand-knitted stocking heaped with Kona, the 
coffee Mary liked so well. The local news had mentioned 
the contents of the plane wreckage; they'd barely mentioned 
the man.
Four days after my flight with Robin, I heard that 
his plane had gone down during a midnight mail flight be­
tween Ligonier and Billings. It took rescue searchers 
several days to find the wreckage. Ice and snow drove them 
back on the first few attempts.
I wonder now if they ever retrieved that cross.
It was probably buried deep in a snowdrift, much like the
white crosses symbolizing accident victims that peek from 
the shelter of weeds on the side of curvaceous flower- 
studded mountain roads.
2 .
"Caw, caw. Welcome to the land of Crow."
Drew clammered against my straw suitcase to get at
me, to twirl me around once as he always did before standing
back for inspection, to survey my eyes, to see if the time 
apart had changed me. He was as elegant as ever, tall and 
distinguished, his hair shining in layers of blonde under­
layered by winter brown, reminding me of multi-colored slats 
perched atop the cream-colored face of a house. His life 
at times was ragged and worn, failing, yet for me there was 
always a sense of romance about him. I imagined his life
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to be perfect,.
"Wait till you see my deluxe apartment. You'll 
really like it. It has two straight backed chairs."
"So you said on the phone. What does it matter 
what kind of furniture it has?"
"That sums it up. My apartment, Crow Reservation, 
the whole of eastern Montana... hard backed chairs. Caw. 
Caw. "
"Look, see that sign? Crow Agency, two miles,"
I said.
We were driving across a bleak homeless patch of 
prarie. Snow scrawled across the highway, slowly wisping 
circles around the tires.
"You are now entering 'Crow Zone.' Do you want to 
turn back now or have your mind warped by the utter sense­
lessness of life? Caw, caw."
"Stop making that noise. I'm trying to talk to 
you," I said.
"Dummy, crows caw, get it? Crow Agency, caw, caw."
"I got it long ago, asshole. Can I come to the 
hospital with you and help you operate?"
"For one thing, I'm not a surgeon here; I just do 
routine examinations, and for another, they aren't crows, 
they are people, so you can't dissect them like they were 
birds. "
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3.
A world of straight-backed chairs rose on the 
prairie. There were five hundred family units huddled around 
three businesses and a hospital. "Crow Mercantile” faced 
the only intersection, and one day as I went browsing, I 
was greeted by an obese woman modeling the merchandise.
It was a fat spa of sugar delights and one or two moldy or 
dehydrated staples interspersed between them. I had asked 
for rolling papers and then cigars. The woman had only 
laughed while directing me across the street to an ashen 
cardboard shack blaring a homemade advertisement: "Joe's
Smoke Shop." The windows were covered with yellowing 
plastic that whipped up and settled back against the pane- 
less windows whenever the wind got caught up beneath it.
I expected smoke signals to come puffing out at any minute, 
but instead two liquor-rotted old men blew out onto the 
street.
I was a walking taboo. This region hadn't fostered 
my thick sun-streaked hair, nor my aqua eyes. I had descend­
ed into their world of merry-go-round poverty like a 
spelunker rapelling down past the clammy walls of a cavern 
to glimpse the water pools below, to see the fish degenerated 
to blindness; when I returned to my world, it would seem so 
much more brilliant, the colors and sounds bursting with 
added dimension.
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Limping Crows, crooked Crows, pale and wretched 
Crows, sometimes pregnant Crows passed through the frame 
of the window where I would hide, watching as they passed 
over the snow-rutted path to the hospital while I waited 
to follow that same path to join Drew for the Christmas 
party in the hospital cafeteria.
"You know, sometimes I wonder if they are really 
speaking a language, or if it is all just a jumbled bunch 
of nonsense to close us out," I said.
Like the hopeless smell of nursing home stew 
hanging in the air, the same three Crow women deposited 
their weight into the orange and green catsup-stained 
plastic bucket seats surrounding formica tables. They sat 
at separate tables, mumbling Crow across the span of dry 
brown cakes, sopping with vanilla ice milk, and table- 
ringing coffee that left a trail on their aprons as they 
raised the cups to their mouths between stories.
"Caw, caw," I said under my breath, but Drew did 
not understand, couldn't hear me or was impossibly far 
away.
4.
Christmas Eve my boredom greeted Drew at the door 
like a sleepy one-eyed dog glancing up at him from the 
floor and then stretching back to sleep. We loaded up 
the car and headed for Billings. Along the way we remin­
isced about a past within which there is the comfort of
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knowing something has been shared, that my past is more 
than a monologue. There is the sense that I am speaking 
for both of us, a flavor that we relish in unity. We can 
talk stories forever, parading recollections, trading 
perceptions with words that somersault and join hands in 
one smooth exercise of memory.
He was Christmas for me. And I embodied the feel 
of the mustard brown "Dapper Dog," the clink of bright 
golden foil-encased gooey chocolate coins as they poured 
forth into our youth from the stocking marked 'Drew.*
We no longer felt the terrible need to return home for 
the holidays, to run chasing after Christmas moods on 
midnight flights where we found not the wishes and dreams 
of all of the years, of all days swimming into one whirlpool 
of fine foods and tender feelings; but the stale, revolving 
question of, "Why were we ever so excited?"
"Do you remember the worst Christmas of all? We 
forced Brian to sleep in my room that night so that we 
could lie awake and watch out the window for Santa Claus?"
I asked.
"Yeah, Brian didn't care anymore because Dad had 
taken him to Uncle Reedy's slaughter house to help him 
package deer meat and Brian said that Santa was there 
hanging Blitzen up by his hooves. He was so disillusioned."
"Mom tried to tell him that he had died naturally 
and that Santa would come by helicopter from now on, but
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he just didn't care after that."
"You woke me up at five or six o'clock, or whenever 
the stars fade out, and we crept over the cold marble hall­
way pushing and squealing. I went running back before we 
turned the corner and tumbled on top of the dog in your 
bed. She yipped awake and ran down the hall to get away 
from me. Later, when I heard her rumpling gift wrapping 
in the living room, I knew it was safe."
"I remember after you had dumped out the contents 
of your stocking, you moved on to your 'real' present,"
I said.
"That stupid hockey game."
"You marched right into Mom and Dad's room, weighted 
down by that overgrown tin sports game you hated so badly, 
and you placed it right in between them on the bed while 
they were sleeping, waking them with your indignation. I 
sat in the corner on the wool-itching rug and cried 
because I wanted everything to be better. At the time I 
thought they would never get over it, that things would 
never be the same between you."
"As I recall. Dad got up while I was still scream­
ing and let the dog out, and Mom went to the bathroom to 
get dressed."
"I thought they might ask you to leave or take you 
to an adoption agency. I snuck away from the festivities 
every chance that I could to stash things we might need for
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the next fifty years. I had a pile of miniature motel 
soaps, animal crackers with pink glaze that you liked so 
well, socks and an extra pair of underwear. I put them all 
behind the quail pens in the backyard because I wasn't going 
to let you go alone or unprepared. The cookies were for 
you in case you started crying."
"Oh, you are so good to me, Clissy-bird. Actually 
that was my worst Christmas too. I felt bad about calling 
Mom and Dad those names. I even wanted to like that 
hockey game. I forced myself to play with it so that 
they'd think that I liked it."
"You know, when I was home last summer, I was down 
at the garbage dump digging around for old bottles and I 
saw green moss covering the tin playing field, and I was 
about to dig it out when I saw ants crawling in and out of 
the rusted spots."
We began to talk about the Fenton family and who 
would be at the Christmas gathering we were to miss the 
next day. We hated every one of them besides our immediate 
family and our grandmother, because we imagined that they 
thought of us as grotesque inbreds. They'd been cringing 
in our company ever since my mother first went into a 
mental hospital. The situation grew more strained as we 
got older, for Brian, Drew and I were the oldest of the 
cousins. Aunts and uncles alike had taken note of all the 
slips, falls and immature trysts that went along with our
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teenage years, while their children still twaddled about 
their homes, extensions of them. Deciding what punishment 
they deserved for their cruelty was our favorite game.
"Pick one of them and decide if you could have 
anything happen to any one of them, what would it be?"
Drew said.
"We've been through this game a thousand times. I’ve 
got a better one. Which one of them would you marry if you 
had to pick one?"
"Clis, that's revolting. Does that mean we have to 
have sex with their mate?"
"Yep. You got it. If you are Uncle Matthew then 
you have to 'give it' to Pam and hear her go on all day 
about how Diet Pepsi is the only enjoyment she gets out of 
life."
"Just thinking about it depresses me. Let's do 
something new," Drew said.
"OK. I got one. How about Nan Oppininski? What
bad thing would you have happen to her?"I asked.
Whenever we were together reminiscing about the
past, we always alighted on Nan for amusement. She had been
our neighbor ever since we could remember. Our home was the 
first to be built in a wooded swampy area three miles outside 
of Latrobe, Pennsylvania, and when we were very young, the 
local chapter of Jehovah's Witnesses had bought the land 
adjoining ours and built a church. Its members slowly
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started building homes around it like a barricade. Two 
sisters who belonged to the church set up households 
about fifty feet from one another. Now there were a 
dozen of them scattered about in houses, trailers, and 
shacks. Nan was the daughter of one of the sisters, Evie.
We used to watch them through a telescope in our kitchen.
Nan was twenty-five years old and, as far as we knew, she 
had never journeyed out of the house except to attend 
church, Bible Study and work. Every once in a while we 
would see her steal out of the house and run over the worn, 
rutted ditch to her aunt's house. The path was like a hall 
runner connecting one room to the next. Nan was a secretary 
for a chiropractor in Latrobe and her lunch hour was consumed 
by talking to her mother on the phone, pulling Evie from her 
spot at the ironing board where she watched the Channel 6 
news broadcast, "Prom Across the Allegheny Mountains," to 
see if she had to wear shoe rubbers on her nightly Watchtower 
magazine distribution.
And we had such high hopes for Nan when we were 
young. She dreamed of being a race car driver in Florida, 
of marrying Mickey Dolenz of the "Monkees." Days we would 
spend racing around the neighborhood on our bikes pretending 
they were Mustangs, and stopping at our imaginary stoplights, 
the crooked branches that hung over the gravel road, or her 
bulldog's pen for a rest stop. We gyrated in our mini­
skirts at night, pretending the "Monkees" were holding us
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in their arms, as Drew played strobelight man with a 
flashlight. Soon Nan was content to play catelogue sales­
woman and we knew we had lost her.
"Now don't he too rough on her. Imagine tomorrow 
morning it will have really happened. You'll have to live 
with your decision until you die," Drew said.
"I'd really like to tie her to a telephone pole and 
have a motercycle gang rape her."
"Come on, she'd never get over that. They'd have 
to put her away. Pick something a little less damaging.
Just something to change her a little."
"Let's see...I've got it. Most of all I'd like it 
if Mick dagger got her so high that she wouldn’t remember 
anything and then gave her a Mohawk hairdo--a white rib of 
hair down the middle with black stubs on the rest of her 
head. Maybe she would change when she woke up and saw her­
self that way. I can just see it. Mom would be sitting 
in front of the telescope drinking her morning coffee, and 
she'd see Nan running out of the house with Evie trailing 
after her swatting her with a broom."
"Why would you want that to happen?"
"I'd just like to have her get a different perspective 
of life. Maybe she'd find that she wasn't even one of 
Jehovah's Witnesses at heart and that she would never be 
happy until she was a race car driver."
We'd set up the telescope after I was banned from
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Nan's house. I had not been content to go to Nan's house 
to play. I wanted to he her. One morning when I was small, 
around nine in the morning I sat in the dew-wet grass outside 
of Nan's bedroom window and laughed and shrieked at an 
imaginary playmate until Nan came to her window and begged 
me to bring her in so that she could play with her too. I 
ignored Nan for a time, until I knew that she couldn't stand 
it much longer. When I heard a whining craving in her voice,
I asked, "What will you give me?" She mentioned a few small 
Cracker Jack prizes, and I turned my back to the window she 
was craning out of and continued to whisper to my friend.
Nan leaned there silently for awhile until she finally 
agreed to relinquish the telephone she made her catelogue 
orders on. I wanted more. She told me to come inside and 
I could have my pick of anything. I ran inside and gathered 
the telephone and the ornate china peasant doll her grand­
father had brought over from Poland, and a few of her mother's 
'40's dresses that Nan had been saving for her children.
Evie had been watching from a slit in the half­
closed door as I loaded up a box and started to walk toward 
the door without even introducing my playmate to Nan. Evie 
caught me by the amr, and I dropped the box as she led me up 
to the church and told me to tell God what I had done and ask 
for forgiveness. I set up the telescope that night, turning 
it from the stars to Nan's living room.
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5.
We pulled into "Bull’s," a bar and steak house right 
outside of Billings for our Christmas Eve dinner. It was 
a crummy pool hall. Plain wood dividers separated the bar 
from the food section. Men leaned against them in worn work 
clothes as if they were carpenters and were taking a beer 
break before resuming their work. The seats were heavily 
padded and had jagged stocking-catching rips in them. The 
formica tabletops were glazed with salt and sugar that had 
been crystalized by sloshed drinks. The waitress sauntered 
over and handed us menus.
"Why would anyone want to order lobster at "Bull's"?" 
Drew asked.
"I bet Bull would."
"Yeah, I guess so. Everything is so expensive."
"I suppose we’re paying for the atmosphere. Do you 
really want to stay here?"
"We could just order cokes and eat other people’s 
leftovers."
"Let’s go. I’m depressed already. Imagine how I'' 11 
feel after I eat one of Bull's scrumptious meals," I said.
We got up and began walking toward the door. I had 
sat down in many a restaurant with Drew, started and ended 
the restaurant procedure without ordering; yet I still felt 
obnoxious.
"I feel bad about leaving the waitress here with
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Bull. Should I ask her to come along?" I said.
"She's probably Bull's wife and thinks that this 
is the highlight of the town."
Drew walked over to her and handed her a tip. 
"Thanks," he said as we went laughing into town in search 
of a more fitting place, someplace where the people knew 
they were in a dump.
6.
"Hoot Owl Diner," the sign read and we quickly 
pulled over. We both shared a love of diners, quaint old 
places left somewhere back in time. The same interchangeable 
people were always stooled at the bar, the same parade of 
grumpy waitresses were always tossing dishes onto tables. 
Everyone stared at us when we walked in and I remembered 
the last time we had stopped at a diner, somewhere in 
Mississippi, we noticed a fat man with a chain around his 
neck and a pile of dirt around the floor where he sat, as 
we took our places at the counter. I had whispered, "If 
I thought farm animals were allowed in here, I wouldn't 
have taken a bath." He overheard me and sent the waitress 
over to ask us to leave, "On account of his being a regular 
customer and all."
We ordered coffee and then greasy chicken dinners 
and sat laughing at the crowd around us. There were two 
old women in curlers, one in green sponge and the other in 
small steel curlers with pink tips. Workmen bandied their
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legs around the counter stools as they dipped and wiped 
their plates with bread to catch the gravy. We felt sorry 
for them, this was what Christmas Eve amounted to for them.
We had picked this spot by choice, not because it was the only 
enjoyment we could find. We liked being together. That was 
all the environment we needed.
"Remember what we were doing two Christmases ago in 
the Bahamas?" I asked Drew.
That was our favorite memory. We had combed it 
constantly, having heard one another's stories so many times 
that we knew the scenes by heart.
"You painted all day while I lay on the couch and 
read, "The Grand Inquisitor." I noticed you had it in the 
car today."
"By the end of the day you had green droplets all 
through your hair because you were too engrossed to move while 
I painted your comer," Drew said.
"That was a great day, no Christmas let-down," I
added.
"You started feeling bad around dinnertime, though, 
after we walked to the store and got T.V. turkey dinners with 
stuffing and a side dish of cranberries that had unthawed 
and mixed with the turkey gravy. Remember we sat out on the
terrace and ate them after cooking them on top of the stove
because we couldn't get the oven to work?"
"I ran down to the cove and picked fronds from a
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green and yellow Easter basket fluff to decorate the tree."
"Yeah, and it was your bright idea to exchange gifts 
from the bins in the storage room. What did you give me?" 
Drew asked.
"An old pin-striped coat. You didn't want to keep 
it though. You said it reminded you of a cancerous bag man 
worming through trash cans, like the ones you see on your 
way to work."
"Remember what I gave you?" Drew asked.
"No, what?"
"Never mind. You'll remember when you are eighty."
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CHAPTER VII
1.
January. 1982. Ligonier. Washington. Beyond my 
curtain the train whistles in warning. Yet today, even as 
I lift the beige drapes, I can not see it pass directly under 
my window over the rickety bridge leading to the roundhouse. 
The worst wind storm I've ever seen is tempesting our region. 
The wind is swirling snow so high that it penetrates the 
cracks between the glass, icily striking my back as I write. 
Though I can not see the train, I know that it is out there 
as it has been since my childhood, when I would lie awake 
listening to it trumpet it way home, like a night watchman 
galloping from town to town assuring each hamlet that all 
was well in the world. It is the signal that I listen for 
each night, telling me that I am not alone, that there is 
something mighty and solid beyond my window of perception.
I drone asleep to its placid, soothing music. Later it 
pervades my sleep, trailing in and out, puffing rhythmically 
on to another's nighttime egg.
With its far sound drawing ever near, I am at 
peace, even today as wind shakes my building, as the glass 
in the windowpanes sounds as if it might shatter at any 
moment, to vacuum my warm home away with its force. Still,
I know that beyond the haze of this blizzard, beyond the snow 
blind, the train is passing, spreading quietude throughout 
the land.
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2 .
That train moves in my mind still, back to 1979 when 
I traveled from college in Ohio to meet Drew for a Christmas 
vacation in the Bahamas. Through the coal-burrowed towns 
of Pennsylvania it steamhushes its way toward Philadelphia, 
carrying me along in its excitement. I swell with the 
newness, of arousal, as a swimmer does with the first toe- 
touch of water. I was ready to plunge into the future.
What I had known was gone, as if a red pencil line had been 
drawn over all that I had worked toward, everything that my 
life encompassed.
My college days were over and I was thrust into the
world like a car careening down a freeway, butting hillocks
with its fenders, always regaining control and moving on, 
slowly for a time and then gaining insurmountable speed 
and swerving instinctually off an unmarked exit. I still
don't know where this exit leads, if it is even the right
one, or if I will have to face the terror of merging with 
the freeway traffic once again. For now I was seated 
safely on a train, trunked and transported, stamped for 
Philadelphia delivery in care of Drew Fenton.
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December. 1979. The Bahamas. Like all dreams, 
this one faded once it was transported to reality. Always 
I expect them to remain untouched by mundane humanness, 
by the cruelty of mood or physical hampering. There we 
stood in our Bahamian fantasy, hating it.
A Customs official barred us from the post card 
limbo beyond. Our luggage had been lost somewhere between 
Philadelphia and Grand Bahama Island, and with it, our 
passports. We were asked to step aside, to wait outside 
until he could review our case, while he inspected the 
remaining tourists. They chatted excitedly in their summer 
play outfits, fumbling with their passports again and again, 
as if they were afraid a different face would appear if they 
didn't keep watch over them.
Hotel taxis lined the street outside, waiting to 
transport tourists to their Christmas wonderlands, to the 
safety of a home away from home where they could put their 
shuffled domestic necessities. While the Customs official 
was arguing with a taxi driver, instructing him to move his 
vehicle, we ran out into the sunshine, expecting to see a 
row of fabulous hotels, palm-fringed verandahs, and nudes 
in kimonos. The blood blister sun, plump against the edge 
of the earth, was the only spectacle in the vast bleakness 
of what seemed the outer limits of the earth. Before us
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there was nothing but bubbling highway and a few dying 
palms with no concern for their image.
I had never felt freer. It seemed that Air Florida 
had lost our past along with the luggage, bobbing around 
separate from us, to be buffeted about forever in those 
tumultuous skies. For a time it was exhilarating to have 
only the clothes on my back and the one that I loved most 
by my side. For the first time it seemed I had no responsi­
bility but to live.
When I woke the next morning, I was lying head- 
high in weeds. Drew was nowhere in sight, so I busied 
myself until his return digging from beneath me whatever it 
was that had been drawing me from my sleep all night long.
It was a smashed beer can, and squashed beneath it was a lot 
of other debris such as cigarette packs with dew trapped 
beneath the cellophane, flip tops from cans, sections of 
course, mud-splattered newspaper and empty styrofoam hamburger 
cartons. Looking at this debris, homesickness overwhelmed 
me. Life, I was discovering, was virtually the same every­
where. The only difference was that each individual had to 
find his own semblance of life and that often there was no 
life, for him. I had never felt so alone, so revealed to 
myself and the day. I watched a tiny black lizard slither 
down a stalk, watched it bend and sway with its weight as it 
floated through midair on its way to another stalk.
Drew came back, settling into his weed hammock.
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"Here, I bought us some breakfast... and lunch... 
and dinner. Yum! Look Clis, Saltines and milk."
"Yuk. How American."
"The milk is for now. I'll save the crackers to 
ration out later."
"What kind of later did you have in mind?"
"I thought we could take a walk to the beach and see 
who’s down there. Don't forget our agreement. You have to 
pick up someone, get yourself invited to his room for the 
night, and then mention that your brother needs a place to 
sleep."
"You didn't really think I was going to go ahead with 
that, did you? Ha, ha. Pooled you. I lied so you would 
lend me money for the plane flight."
"You pig. If you don't. I'll get someone to take 
you myself. I'm serious. We may as well be at home if we 
don't venture any farther than these lizard-infested weeds. 
Come on, be adventurous. You'll never have to see the guy 
again, and I'll be there to protect you."
" Get up. I'll help you strap on your pack. I 
went to the airport and got them. They came in this morning 
on the eight o'clock flight."
"I was hoping they were gone forever and the airline 
would have to reimburse us. Then we'd have just enough money 
to catch a flight out of here."
"Hopeless Clis, all is well. Don't give up so soon.
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We have yet to explore the island. Who knows what long 
sex-filled nights lie ahead?"
We took off down the highway and by the time we 
reached a sand road intersection, my shins were aching from 
the unfamiliar seventy pound weight I carried on my back.
It contained an array of expensive dress clothes, high heels 
and jewelry. We figured if we looked rich, people would 
offer to take us to the Playboy casino or to dinner at 
Paradise Villa. But for now, my bathing suit would have to do.
It took us more than half the day to reach the beach, 
stopping every few miles for two rationed Saltines. I couldn't 
whine any more than that out of him. When a dense wall of 
salty humid air greeted us, we knew we had arrived. There 
was no blaze of bikinis, no galloping buttocks in the spray, 
merely crab netting, seaweed and flailing irridescent water­
logged flies. Drew sat in the lapping tide very boy-like, 
and I stood far out in the water on a sand bar, soaping the 
weed stains and road dirt from my body. I kept thinking he 
was a child playing in the shallows, and when I looked up 
I found him shaving. He laughed as I stood facing him, my 
hands buried deep in my crotch, trying to wash myself.
We donned our backpacks after sharing a cracker, 
walking on until it grew dark, and the long stretch of sand 
turned into crags harboring tide-deserted barnacles and 
sand crabs. Drew wrapped himself in his sleeping bag and
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went to sleep. The moon rose clear over the ink waters 
and like it, I was left to entertain myself. I had the 
frightening sensation of being trapped in a soundproof 
telephone booth, isolated in the nullity of my thoughts.
The past was not worth recapturing, the future was too 
frightening to pursue. No matter what I tried to dream of, 
my mind stubbornly refused to venture past my empty stomach 
and aching shins. My body would not yield to my mind.
"Drew, wake up. Let's go into town and get some 
real food."
"Have another Saltine."
"We have to walk back to town sometime; let's go 
now while I still have the energy."
"If we stay here we can swim tomorrow morning. If 
we walk back we have to sleep in the weeds. Take your 
pick."
"Well, if you don't care about food, what about 
water? We can't drink out of the ocean."
He threw his pack over his shoulder and began 
walking away.
"Hadn't thought of that, huh?"
He was almost out of hearing range, but I limped 
hurriedly behind, for he was intent on losing me.
As I tripped on a com stalk, falling flat on my 
backpack, he poured open with words. It was at that moment
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we decided to laugh. It could have gone either way. That 
slight interruption in mood swung me hopefully to my feet.
2.
Drew alighted on a deserted box of Kentucky Fried 
chicken and brought it back to our bare table.
"I got it extra crispy, just for you. Hope you like
it. "
"Boy, you sure know how to treat your women."
"That's Mister Boy to you. Hey, I think I see 
another couple about to desert their dinners."
"We have more important things to think about right 
now. Let's concentrate on where we're going to stay."
"We could go to that church across the street 
tomorrow morning and explain our predicament to the minister. 
Maybe he'd let us sleep in the church or find us a host 
family."
"Naw. Then we wouldn't be able to act normal. We'd 
have to be good."
"Don't talk so loud. The woman behind us is 
listening."
"Oh, don't mind me," she said, leaning over the 
booth. "I couldn't help but overhear. I'll tell you what. 
I'd like to offer you a trade and help out. I'm managing 
a new condominium outside of town, and if you know how to 
paint. I'll let you stay in one of them until the new 
occupants move in in a couple of weeks; that is, if you're
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willing to paint for your rent."
"Wow, sure. Can we start tonight?"
"How about if I leave you my number and you call me 
sometime tomorrow?" She took a look at our pleading faces 
and relented.
"OK. Wait till I finish my chicken and I'll drive 
you out there."
3.
"Need a lift?" the taxi driver asked as he pulled 
up beside us.
"No." Drew turned back to the road and stuck out 
his thumb.
"Yeah, we do, but we don't have any money."
"Go on. Can't you see we're hitchhiking?"
"Well, how much you got? Ah, forget it. Get in. 
I'm goin' into town anyway."
We climbed in and remained silent as he drove
repeatedly past palms and villas, villas and palms.
"You can let us out at the Sheraton," Drew said. 
"Thanks for the ride. We really appreciate it. 
Sorry we don’t have any money to pay you."
"Hey, where'd ya come up with the dough for a place 
like that then?"
Drew elongated his words into ice-cold clarity.
"You knew we were hitchhiking and yet you offered
us a ride. Thank you and goodbye," he said curtly.
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Christmas parties flowed in nightly succession at 
the Sheraton, and we had the week's agenda planned around 
them. Tonight there was a free happy hour around the pool. 
Drew’s velvet dinner jacket and my long hlack dress mingled 
with silks and furs rustling round the mauve-lit sparkling 
fountain. We began to work immediately, ordering drinks 
from each of the four bars, burrowing them in the mulch of 
dropped, faded petals. Afterwards, we settled into the 
party, enjoying one drink at a time, poking at the wax 
salmon-colored fish that rose triumphantly from a sea of 
appetizers, hoping the shavings we'd pick off would 
miraculously turn into a plump morsel of meat. We turned 
our attention to the tiny sausages and banana chips 
surrounding it as the remaining guests headed arm in arm 
to the buffet waiting inside. When a lone waiter began 
dismantling the bar, then the fish, we toted our stashed 
liquor to the diving board.
"Drew, have you ever noticed that when you are 
caught up in 'known thrills,' when you should be feeling 
so much you could scream, when the tortures of all those 
weighty, luscious feelings occuring simultaneously should 
be too much, that you can never realize the moment?
I've ached so many glorious times away trying to feel them 
in their intensity, to realize their impact, and never 
could until they were gone."
"I feel that way too. Right now you and I are
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sitting in the midst of an island wonderland I can't appreciate 
it. When we are no longer immersed in it, memory will encap­
sulate this time in all its full-blown glory. You’ll just 
have to wait."
"It seems so absurd to live your life so that you can 
look back on it. When I think about time, when I look at 
life from beginning to end, to reason why I am going to all 
of the trouble, it seems so utterly ridiculous."
"I was wondering the other day if there had ever 
been someone with my name. I thought it would be interesting 
to see if their life had been anything like mine. And you 
know, I realized that there probably wouldn't be any record 
of any Drew Fenton--then, or when I'm gone. There won't be 
any for you. None but a lucky few."
4.
The stars were suspended like milk droplets on a 
dark velveteen backdrop, liquid and full of rich milk as if, 
heavy in their richness, they would fall on our boat, swaying 
it stem side and deposit us in the ocean.
I was lying on a plank that served as a bench on 
the upper deck of a mailboat. Drew and I had decided to move 
on, to take this night ride to another tropical American 
setting, to see if there was any pleasure to be derived 
from Nassau. Ink waves gently rolled us from side to side 
and for one tremendous second, I wished the boat would roar 
with water, so that we might forget our normalcy in the
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clutching frenzy of drowning out there, without the world 
to see. Perhaps Drew wasn't ready to die, though. It occured 
to me that he wasn't that adventurous; life's simple frontiers 
seemed enough for him. I wanted to get on with it, to see 
what all the excitement was about, to know with absolute 
certainty the meaning of this escapade. The one thing which 
contained my interest, that kept me from taking that final 
step, was the inability to know the future. Millions of un­
imagined seconds formed spacious rows, waiting to be sparked 
into action, and I could not let them down.
We had imagined that the captain would serve us 
dinner directly and then show us to our quarters. A cool 
wind has risen and we bundled into our sleeping bags, moist 
from the sea air, waiting for a cue. For twelve dollars we 
had been assigned a cabin on this mailboat, made of brightly- 
colored planks, the salvage of coral reef wrecks, puzzled 
together like a patchwork. It was loaded with inter-island 
mail, decrepit washers and dryers to be transported to 
Nassau, a man and his woman and their few interchangable 
children. They had paid seven dollars to sleep on the deck 
while moving their lives from one wretched patch of land to 
a new, seemingly opportune one. The woman was asleep in the 
middle of the deck, her black stringy hair mixing over the 
curled bodies wrapped in a faded aquamarine blanket beside 
her, while the man wrestled with a shirt button holding back
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a huge expanse of belly. He was totally consumed in trying 
to space that gap when the boat pitched. He took two steps 
back and half a faltering one forward, and just as he was 
about to topple onto me, Drew's arms encircled his waist, 
steadying him from a lunge overboard. He leered at me and just 
as he was about to reach out and stroke my hair. Drew stopped 
him.
"Hey, that's my woman. You want to touch her, you 
tell me first and we'll talk about it."
"Man, she's a nice one. Not like mine, see? She's 
trash. I don't even know if them kids is mine. I should've 
moved on without her. But you, you've got yourself an angel. 
Can't I just touch her hair?"
"No. That’s your woman over there. You brought her; 
now you've made your committment. Why don't you go see if 
dinner is ready? She's probably hungry, and if you would 
start being nice to her, maybe she'd give in more often."
That got him moving. High hopes sent him scurrying 
off in search of the captain.
We went in search of our cabin and found, to our 
dismay, that the only one that wasn't locked up was a closet­
like room equipped with two hard board pallets and a few 
stinking pillows. As we were lying there waiting for night to 
turn into morning, one of those well-known wasted nights of 
travel when there is nothing to look forward to but the 
motivation of time, when we were invariably in a bad mood.
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frustrated by inactivity and expectancy, we drank some cheap 
red wine and finished off the remainder of our crackers.
Drew began to feel ill from the pitching motion, and turn­
ing his back to me, he withdrew.
That night, as I slept with my head by the open 
porthole, I dreamed of high waves sweeping through that 
opening, and fighting to keep my head above the engulfing 
waters, I would rouse myself awake and see that they were 
far below engaged in a peaceful lull.
Before sunrise I wrapped my sleeping bag about my 
waist and went to herald the oncoming island from the prow. 
Ahead, barely a skeleton in the mist and opalescent dew of 
pre-sunrise, an ocean liner loomed, and like an open-faced 
dollhouse, I imagined the perfect symmetry of the contents 
within that safe, contained world. Nothing was astir, 
the nightlights bobbed, refelcting off of the swill of 
green undulating waters; all were rocking in luxurious 
sleep. I longed for the comfort of their cruise, to have 
nothing more to do than make poolside appearances, to have 
others feed me, to care for me like surrogate parents; to 
look out on that island while the boat was docked there 
before moving on to another one, never to grovel in the 
squalor of the natives' sun-spun lives. Soon I would have 
to encounter the sloth and filth, the natives chained to 
their roach-infested shacks. I wanted to scream across the 
water, to penetrate the cruiser's dreams, to tell the whole
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of that vacation world that Drew and I were not the white 
trash they would imagine, that we had better lives somewhere, 
waiting on hold while we went exploring. Yet through trying 
to escape, to find something better than our mundane life­
styles, we had lowered ourselves into the tunnel of nightmare.
5.
It wasn't until New Year's Eve, spangled in tinsel 
I'd ribboned through my hair and tied to the straps of my 
dress, that we blasted through the facade of that ocean liner.
I was wild, running through the streets, flirting with the 
natives who were milling about gathering in packs to exchange 
greetings and holiday brews. Each time Drew turned to locate 
me, he’d find me leaning against a sailor, a basket vendor or 
a bag man. He'd jerk me away, flounce me onto a park bench 
and beg me to settle down. I had no intention of letting 
the night get away unexplored. Finally he led me to the 
beach behind the Sheraton hotel and left me in the solitude 
of a canvas chair while he went inside to order two Goombay 
punches, a holiday favorite. I watched the moon as it played 
with the clouds, trying to settle my eyes on the exact spot 
where it would emerge. I lost my concentration, as sickness 
swirled me away, and running to the water, I began to throw 
up. While kneeling in the sandgrit, my dress hiked up to my 
underwear, I heard snatches of a mellow song floating across 
the water from my ship anchored at the harbor not far away.
Drew came then, a shadow among the ferns and palms silhouetting 
the castle-like apertures of the Sheraton's many wings, just
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as I moved trance-like toward the song.
"Clis, where are you going? Stop a minute and 
take your drink."
"I'm going there," I pointed while stumbling across 
the sand.
He ran to catch up with me as I stopped, bending to 
retrieve a sandal, and pulled me to the ground.
"How do you propose we go about getting on board?" 
he asked.
"We'll pretend we're lovers having an arguement. I'll 
pretend that I'm drunk while you hold me up, and we'll glide 
right past the hostess."
"You're crazy."
"Yeah, but I'm fun. What else do we have to do?
It's our last night here and we can either play dead or make 
a memory."
Once aboard, after having successfully fought our 
way past the hostess and the posted warning, "No Unauthorized 
Personnel Allowed," we made our way to the second level 
playhouse, where the captain and his crew were making fools 
of themselves to the delight of the passengers, staging a 
variety show for the evening's entertainment. Drew wandered 
off to the bar while I sat listening to the captain, in full 
drag, coo into a microphone. There was something soft and 
foreign fluttering beyond my ears, and turning, I saw a 
cartoon animating toward me, trying to captivate me with his
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nonsensical words.
"I don't understand Spanish," I said to the lifesize
replica of Fred Flintstone, as I turned back to the show in
time to catch the captain lifting his dress, to reveal his 
large balding knees, to the fascination of the hair-doed 
ladies.
"Do you understand English?" he asked.
"Only when I want to, " I replied.
"Ha, ha. I like your style. I was just standing
against the back bar when I noticed you and thought I might
ask you to join me after the show for refreshments."
I looked him over once more. It was Fred Flintstone.
He had the same squat body decked out in crimson double knit 
pants with wide bellbottoms and plastic buckle shoes. The 
shirt beneath his crewcut and thick red neck smelled of sweat 
and was made of the kind of sleazy wild print silk that all 
foreigners thought was American-sexy. A gold chain hung 
around his neck, twisted and pulling at the grayish hairs on 
his chest. I was about to tell him to get lost when I remember­
ed my bargain with Drew. It wouldn’t hurt to let him treat us 
for awhile.
Drew excused himself and found a place at the bar 
where he could watch the waitresses scissor past, once the 
first round of drinks was delivered to our table. I could 
have killed him. I was stuck here in the ship's disco with an 
old South American nuclear physicist while he was free to roam.
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I was doing this for his drinking pleasure and he had 
deserted me.
"Fred" gently lifted my hand from the glass table- 
top, and taking hold of my index finger, swizzled it in his 
V.O. and water. In mortification I watched my finger 
juicing around in the liquid, when suddenly he raised it 
to his lips, inserting it into his moist, hot mouth.
"Linda," he breathed softly.
"That's not my name," I growled at him.
"For tonight, I call you Linda. In Spanish it 
means 'beautiful woman.' Linda, if you could have anything 
in the world, what would it be? The kind of things women 
want, you know...jewels, furs, luxurious apparel to doll 
themselves up in."
"I guess I'd want a full length silver-gray mink 
coat so I could walk around New York City without anything 
on underneath." That was the most outrageous thing I could 
come up with on such short notice.
"It is yours. In fact my work takes me to New 
York for a few weeks before I continue on to an assignment 
in Europe. Would you care to meet in New York and travel 
with me from there? As my guest, of course. There we will 
buy you a fur coat and many other things to enhance your 
beauty."
The prospect sickened me. I was being offered the 
world by one of the grizzliest, obscene men I had ever laid
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eyes on. Two dreams never cohere. Yet I harbored a 
fantasy of taking him for all he had and never letting 
him touch me.
"You really are a dear. It's all so overwhelming 
though. I'm afraid I'll have to have time to think about 
it."
I told Drew about Fred's offer once we had escaped 
and were headed for our rooming house. It didn't occur 
to him that I might have doubts as to whether or not to go. 
Without consulting me, without taking my feelings or reputation 
into consideration, he began mapping out travel plans. I 
felt trapped as I had never before.
"Listen, Clis," he said after my initial protests, 
"things like this don't come along every day. Think of it 
realistically. You have no money, nowhere to go after this 
vacation but home to Latrobe, and with your luck you'11 end 
up working at the mall until some coal miner comes along 
and marries you. Are you going to rot at home, or go out 
and explore? Gee, I wish I could have it as easy as you.
If I was a girl. I'd fuck my way around the world. If he's 
stupid enough to do things like this for a girl he doesn't 
even know, he deserves to be taken for all he's worth."
I started in on my second round of protests.
"I couldn't even enjoy myself because I'd be with 
him. What fun would it be if..." and he cut me off in mid­
sentence with his plans.
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"Listen...here's what we'll do. Tomorrow we're 
going hack on board to find him and give him your phone 
number. You'll agree to go with him and say you'll be 
waiting for his call. Go to New York at the last minute, 
just as he is about to leave for Europe and make him buy 
that fur coat and anything else you see. Once you're in 
Europe, refuse to have sex with him until he agrees to 
send for me. I'll come over with a lot of money and we'll 
escape. "
"Oh, just shut up and leave me alone," I said as 
we arrived at our roach-infested room, "I just want to 
sleep."
"OK. But just remember, I'll force you to go with 
him. We're going back to that boat tomorrow morning."
The next morning I woke to find Drew digging through 
my backpack, tossing clothes around the room, until he 
finally arranged a suitable ensemble on the bed.
"Here. Get up and put this on," he said, dangling 
a sweater over my blanket-covered head. "You have to look 
nice for your date."
"This is crazy. What the hell is wrong with you?"
"Apparently you don't know what's best for you. I've 
taken on the job as your agent."
Finally I submitted, and donning his pre-picked 
outfit, walked behind him to the harbor.
It was still too early for the tourists to have risen
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from their cotton comfort; only maids and street vendors were 
milling about, preparing to serve the public, slapping along 
the sandway8 on their way to work. I slumped behind Drew, 
not wanting to keep pace with him, feeling as if he were 
my trainer, leading me to the ring. Luckily, the hostess 
wasn't on duty at this hour, so we went straight to the pool 
and laid ourselves out on a couple of chaise lounges. It 
wasn't long till my face was so hot I felt I would faint if 
I didn't move. An announcement came over the loudspeaker, 
telling the guests that breakfast was being served on the 
first level. We decided to try our luck, for anyone on the 
boat was expected to be a paying guest, and after acquiring 
coffee and rolls, we joined the others sitting around 
umbrella tables on the deck. I sat low in my chair, 
sunglasses shading my eyes to any figure Drew might call 
out a greeting to. He began to grow restless; our plane 
was scheduled to leave in two hours. Consummating this 
relationship seemed to be uppermost on his mind.
"Why don't you get some more coffee whil I go 
scouting around?"
"I'd rather go. Come on. Drew, this is senseless. 
There must be a thousand people on this boat. Maybe he's 
not even the breakfast type.
"Just give me ten more minutes. If I don't find 
him within that time, we'll leave, OK?"
He walked away, knocking into a woman in a Tarzan-
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type suit without even noticing.
I couldn't make Drew understand that if you were 
with the wrong person, if you were a préfiguration of their 
dreams and they couldn't understand you as you actually 
were, then you didn't exist at all. One of the living 
dead brought to life through the channels of another's mind. 
What difference was there between the coal patches of 
Pennsylvania and Europe, between fur coats and cloth ones, 
if my world revolved around that despicable cartoon figure?
The mind is of the only importance. I knew I was 
happier with nothing than with something I didn't want. I 
had discovered that when I left college a few weeks before, 
deserting friendships it had taken years to build, depositing 
all of my possessions in the middle of my art-perfect 
apartment and putting them up for grabs. It was I who had 
decided to rush through in three years, to graduate a year 
early. I had wanted to stay once it was over, but there was 
nothing to sustain me. Now I didn't want to regress into 
the solitude of physical comfort. I went toward the coffee 
um, and on second thought, made my way to the bathroom.
"Clis," Drew said coming up behind me, "look who I 
ran into. We've been discussing your plans and I must say,
I approve."
"Why, thank you. Drew. I certainly wouldn't want 
to' embark on any adventure you didn't approve of."
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"Then it's all settled," "Fred" said curtly while 
edging away from our table. "I will contact you at your 
home after I have cleared up my business in the South.
Excuse me, I must be going. I have a meeting at ten o'clock."
He kissed my hand and moved toward the nearest exit 
as quickly as possible.
"Clis, what the hell did you do to yourself?" Drew 
said fiercely.
"You know you shouldn't leave me unattended for 
long; you never know what I'll get into."
In the bathroom I had tied my hair into a hideous 
bun-do, turned my sweater inside out so that the label 
bobbed obnoxiously against my throat every time I spoke, and 
adhered a piece of toilet paper to the sole of my shoe, which 
I swung triumphantly against Drew's leg.
6.
The bus driver had agreed to take us to the airport 
for five dollars. Halfway there he cut off the main highway, 
heading down a deserted vine-tangled path. We waited for 
him to order us out, to machete a leeway through the grape 
leaves that wept before the windshield, tugging at them 
until I thought their stock-strength would slingshot us 
back to the main road. The bus swayed along into the 
jungle, jolting as we crawled over the major ruts.
"You all don't mind, I gots to take my Elsa home.
She's been cookin' all night for the New Year's."
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We turned and saw a "bright-eyed almond-colored 
native sitting in the back of the bus, the only other passenger. 
She had on a loose shift with a "S" ensignia on the chest.
I could have sworn it was a Sheraton tablecloth.
"It won't take me but a few minutes to drop her off 
and get back on the road again. Don't you be worryin' about 
missin' that plane." That was the end of his conversation 
with us. He turned his full attention on Elsa.
"How's the family? Your mom cornin' along any 
better? Damn shame she's been laid up for so long. And you 
barely making enough to keep them children properly fed.
Well, I'm gonna invite the whole lot of you over to supper 
and then treat you to a show afterwards."
"Oh, won't that be fine," she exclaimed. "Them 
children haven't been away from home in so long. No money 
for that kind of thing."
The bus came to a stop in a clearing. A number 
of scantily dressed children floated around the doorway of 
the hut, while an old woman slumped in a peeling wicker 
armchair in the shade. Jim waved and smiled at them, and 
then helped Elsa down the bus steps to her door. I looked 
over at Drew to see if he was disturbed by the delay. Our 
smiles aligned.
Jim came flurrying into his seat, and backing the 
bus the entire way down the lane, jabbered senselessly 
about Elsa. Drew reached inside his pack and pulled out a
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bottle of wine and a corkscrew.
"I was saving this for our réintroduction to America, 
but what the hell, Jim, you want a drink?" He pulled aside 
and we drank a toast to him and Elsa.
We got to the airport in time to throw a laugh 
over our shoulders to the bewildered Customs official, leaving 
him mulling over our illegal entry as we ran to the waiting 
plane where heads bobbed in the windows like balloons waiting 
to be released into the sky. Suddenly I wanted to be in 
hardened reality. It didn't matter that I had no plans; I 
was refreshed and ready to try again, to build life anew.
"Why do you still have that cork?" I asked Drew as 
he gently burrowed it into his pack.
"I'm going to save it, and when we are old and have 
made all of our memories. I'll give it to you."
"Do you think you'll remember?" I asked.
"As long as you are there to remind me."
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CHAPTER IX 
1 .
January. 1980. Latrobe. Pennsylvania. I left 
Drew walking down the multi-filthed path to his life in the 
city, to shove through the door of daily life, to see what 
the weeks away had accumulated. My train blurred past the 
fields of eastern Pennsylvania, past the dark, shadowy lives 
encased in the carbon yellow lights of Araish farmhouses, 
nestled on their timeless plots of land. The mountains 
rose before me, a smoke-mauve colored barrier separating me 
from the sleepy childhood drone of home which the train 
was about to blast through, depositing me in the coal- 
veined valley of my youth.
This particular train was scheduled for a two day 
layover in my hometown; some would disembark, others would 
travel on that night, fumbling with their baggage and 
boarding the Number Nine Express, some would wait the two 
days, taking advantage of the Allegheny ski slopes. Then 
there were those of us who could not make up their minds.
I remember all through college how I sat in my 
apartment at Ohio University, just four hours away, feeling 
like home was at the other end of a tunnel that had been 
sealed off right in front of my door.
My parents assured me the way was always open; 
everything was the same, and I could return at any time. 
Every break between quarters, I would run to the past, my
110
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very sensibilities tom from me by chance waftings of 
childhood remembrance. I would spend those few dreary 
days lying by the fire, our smelly, rain-soaked Labrador 
Retriever, Sunder, steaming beside me, listening to my 
father moving about making comforting, clacking noises in 
the kitchen, noises I would try to identify; the wooden 
spoon blending apple pie ingredients in grandma's set of 
wedding bowls, the rolling pin smoothing out dough, and 
finally, the apple slices plunking into a baking dish stained 
by burnt, bubbling sugar. Every last one of these perceptions 
had filtered through my mind before, blended together like 
a vial of dark, musty smells penetrating the lightless 
shaft of an ancient cave. The sensations--these sounds, 
the smell of the dog, the feel of the fire warming my face 
were so strong in my memory, yet the sensation of the moment 
was merely a pitch black rustling in the back of my mind.
Even as the scene was re-enacted, today could not conform to 
the past. I could not assimilate maturity into this childhood 
setting, incorporate my grown self into this miniature doll 
world.
I pushed myself toward the door of that train, 
passing into the cold gloom of that unrivaled night. Standing 
far above the chimney-smoking town, in the glacial light of 
that bridged platform, I could not fathom how I was ever to 
squeeze myself into this world again. The one sign that I was 
not lost in remembrance, but was actually making my way toward
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home, wandering scmnabulistically toward the steps leading 
from the platform door down into town, was the hot breath 
that dispersed and froze in the night air about me. As I 
turned to look back at the wrapped smoke of the tracks, 
perhaps for the last time, there flashed before my eyes a 
reflection of myself seated at the window, one who had burned 
off the dead selves, ground the carbon to diamonds until it 
was one sparkling mass to ignite, a fine fuel to bum for 
the remainder of her days.
2 .
My parents were adaptable. Perhaps even interchang­
able. Though they were lovable, they no longer had the magic 
to bring my childhood scenario into play. They remained the 
same; it was I who had changed. They would talk about yester­
day as if it was sitting just around the corner, lazing about 
the fire with the dogs.
"You know," they'd whisper, their voices intertwining 
and echoing back to a past that was timeless to them, jumbling 
all memories together in a hollow that encompassed even today, 
"I remember when you were born. I was so overjoyed when the 
doctor came to my room and handed me a little girl, all my 
own. We wanted to call you "Moriah," after the wind, but 
you were so tiny that we were afraid you'd suffocate under 
its weight."
And the twin picture of that day lit up their faces 
as they shared this secret memory I was a part of, detached
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from; like identical photos in the family album, that somehow 
looked so different. I wanted to give that child back to 
them, to keep that glow on their faces forever. The lines 
of all those tumultuous years seamed their faces, making 
them appear older than they could ever live to be. I thought 
I would scream the hallucinatory pain of all times in one 
shuddering howl unless I uncleaved myself from that family 
album.
3.
I left my backpack near the door and settled by the 
dying embers of the fire. Nothing had changed. My father 
was still hard at work in the kitchen, clacking about; my 
mother still in her coffee-and-chocolate-stained Danish 
chair, the salvage of years of weaving materials in the 
basket at her feet, skeins of ragged lamb's wool, colored 
cottons. Three generations of Labrador Retrievers were 
bounding about, still the cause of innumerable quarrels, 
babied like children, ever since the first, the grandmother, 
had greeted my mother her first day home from the hospital,
a homecoming present some ten years ago. And the dust still
circulated, collecting on the windows, in the corners,
filming the mirrors, into one perfect chain of lives. Layer
upon layer had built up over the years, passing over the 
newlyweds as they crumpled their love-weathered sheets, the 
children as they trampled mulch from the swamp across the 
tiles, breath-talking garbled adventures from the day's
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wandering. The dust had witnessed all that transpired in 
this home, recorded the glint of all those times in its 
spackled film of remembrance.
I heard the quails calling from beyond the window, 
that sudden, sharp noise, flitting quickly through the air 
like a yellow canary weaving in flight through a thick pine 
grove. I stood before the dust-coated windows hearing my 
mother and father quarreling over the dogs as they trailed 
more mud into the house, more dust to sparkle in the yellowing 
light and settle onto the window, as it was now. To my ears 
the birds quailed not "bob-white, bob-white," as they were 
known to, but "alright, alright." I wondered if it ever 
could be. I was of this dust; bits of it forever ingrained 
in me. I had added my dust to the windows, as all of us had, 
but I felt the suffocation of that dust-laden air at that 
moment and did not know if I could continue to let it 
circulate past me, adding my memories along with a host of 
others. Trance-like, I traced the vein in my hand to the 
first joints, on to the tip of my index finger, and slowly 
pressed my fingers together into a steeple, sparking a 
tangle of gibberish words that led me into a childhood song 
rolling slowly out of my mouth, "This is the steeple, here's 
the church..." and my dying voice added, "But where are the 
people?" I raised my hand to the window, breaking the back 
of the church, dispersing the steeple in mid-air, and pressed 
my fingers one by one against the film. Five bare spots
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appeared on the pallet of dust, five pinpoints of light 
filtering from beyond.
4.
I led the night to its grave, seared and smoking.
I deserted it. I could not salvage those years, but through 
the migratory darkness, I saw a gleam of hope. And as we 
passed over the rail bridge, through the chimney smoke, 
rising like the breath of those engaged in dream and sheet 
world, I saw one child walk toward the steps leading down 
into the town, the mirage of her own breath clouded round 
her as she cried out a long-awaited greeting to her parents 
come to bundle her home.
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CHAPTER X
1.
January. 1980. Dickinson. North Dakota. Despair 
hovered over me with all of the morbidity of the instant.
Those bright, scattered days on the train come back to me 
awash with prismed colors and dispersed perceptions of 
reality. There is no way at this point to align them with 
reality.
The train pushed through America, shoveling through 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and on and on as sailors popped 
out the doors to meet a gala flurry of stiletto heels and 
whirling gloved hands waiting to enford them. One by one 
the passengers came out of their reminiscing, out of their 
traveling haze to delight in a chorus of native banter 
coming from the mouths of their townsfolk. I remained 
snuggled in my seat like a captive in a mental ward, never 
wandering from it except to engage in the infantile pleasure 
of the dining car and to check with the reflection in the 
bathroom mirror to assure myself that I was still intact.
Terrestrial wilderness stretched deep into the 
night and I did not wake to it until I seeped awake, lassoed 
by a voice rounding up those bound for North Dakota. I 
shook myself awake and wandered out into the blasting cold.
I had come here because I thought it was the one place on 
earth where I could ice my raging emotions; such an unexplored 
bypassed land could not affect me. I thought that I could
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escape from the germ of normalcy. Here was the dream of 
the North Pole, and the wonderland it conjures up come true. 
North Dakota took on fairy tale proporations for me on that 
first night. This was to he my sterile abyss, like a snow 
scene in a tiny glass bubble, or the only droplet falling 
from a water-hung sky. Here I was set apart from the larger 
infectious body.
2 .
And I was to be a television star. My friend Kam 
was the anchorwoman at the only television station in 
western North Dakota. She had been relaying hilarious 
tales of the hokeyness of small town stardom. It was she 
who offered to make me a star, to transform me into "Miss 
Cash Call" overnight.
Somehow it seemed that the world had not followed 
me to this far stretch of prairie. All that I had to 
concern myself with was appearing on television for half 
an hour each day, to babble incessantly of my life and my 
abusrd thought and make it funny to my audience. 1 went on 
and on about my luxurious swimming pool, how I lay in it 
after work, watching baseball games with the station’s 
sportscaster, munching popcorn and splashing water at the 
screen when our team made a home run. Of course, it wasn't 
true. Not much was in those days. Actually I owned a 
blow-up baby pool dappled with seahorses and sandpipers.
I hadn’t even bothered to fill it with water that summer.
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One night I arrived home to find it being bullied by the 
wind. Bruised and blimping, it flew down the alley.
3.
I had witnessed the high winds that night and 
heard reports of it on the five o'clock news, but that 
was Kam's concern, so I settled down to write for the evening. 
Piddling in the strained light of my candle, I conjured 
my own news for my few friends who remained in the East. 
Initially, Drew had begged me to come home. The idea of his 
sister hanging out at square dances with dung-booted cowboys 
frightened him. He was afraid that some rancher would 
wrangle me onto a ranch fifty miles outside of town where my 
prospects would dwindle to the giddy lull of babymaking.
"Fifteen boys and a lot of hard labor... that's what 
I got out of my gal," echoed through his head. Kam and I had 
tried to lure him out west by promising an interview on 
"Dakota Today." He declined the role of a famous Eastern 
brain surgeon, satisfied as he was with being a Philadelphia 
intern.
That night I woke to a wild-eyed hallucination 
flailing about and my screams echoed and knocked into one 
another in renewed terror long before I realized that it 
was only Kam. With her outstretched, pointing finger, she 
commanded my eyes to the tiny closet in our ghetto bungalow.
"Clis, get up. It's the wind. I want you to walk 
slowly to the hall and get in the closet as quickly as
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possible. When I say go, run."
"Kam, you lunatic. What the hell is wrong with you?"
"I don't think this shack is sturdy enough to stand 
up against the wind. I'll run and barricade the door with 
the vacuum cleaner and Papa's old trunk while you run to 
safety in the closet."
"I absolutely refuse to give in to your hysteria!"
"There's a tornado headed in our direction. Listen. 
Hear those dogs howling? They know that it's coming. Get 
away from that window now! There's a chance that it might 
shatter and your whole body will be perforated with shards. 
How'd ya like that?"
The phone rang. It was the manager of the news 
station calling to tell us that the tornado would hit in 
less than twenty minutes. We had to forego our safety 
measures in order to aid the station's fallout shelter 
and relay weather watch warnings. We bolted through the 
door in our flannel nightgowns toward the rain-drummed 
enclosure of Kam's car. Making our way through the rain 
was like trying to navigate a sunken ship through the muck 
at the bottom of a riverbed. I was reminded of the great 
Johnstown, Pennsylvania flood in the middle '70's, when 
search parties had to dig through the wall of mud that 
stretched for miles for parts of buried bodies. Tree 
branches and airborne articles smacked against the wind­
shield like gorged limbs and preserved appendages scrounged
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from their mud graves by demanding, swift waters.
The station's audio was not in working order when 
we arrived. Mess-ups like this often ocurred during bad 
weather; sometimes the signal was completely lost. Luckily 
this time Kam could still be seen by the troubled viewers. 
Kam made her way through the crowded station and took her 
place behind the cardboard desk in the converted garage and 
mouthed the weather report. This was an old trick she 
performed when the audio wasn't working. This way people 
would think that it was their television that was on the 
blink, and not the station transmitter at the fail-safe, 
weather-proof KDOU. Kam had a good time interjecting dirty 
words and swapping filthy jokes with the camera man during 
the filming, all the while maintaining a straight face.
I had been assigned to phone duty along with a 
host of other station employees. I responded to each call 
with the same message. Everyone was safe, all signs of a 
tornado were past, they could come out from hiding. After 
reassuring them, I tried to amuse them with stories of my 
swimming pool, how it had snagged in the lilac bushes before 
swooping into the air on its way to the bowling alley. That 
calmed them. Finally I was pulled from phone duty by the 
station manager when he heard my message. I was replaced by 
Kam's boyfriend, Lonny, whom she had paged earlier at the 
Elks. He left his cards smothering against the table along 
with the others who came rushing in, hanging onto a teeth-
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mangled T-bone or a half-sloshed drink. John came in with 
Lonny, holding his drink up for a toast as if he were about 
to make a work-well-done speech.
The winds were really picking up, swirling paper 
and leaf remnants against the glass outside, the paper's 
headlines screaming, flattened against the station’s 
insignia, trying to press as closely as possible to the 
window.
John offered to risk his life and run across the 
street to the "Last Chance" bar and grab a couple of cases 
of beer. Everyone lost interest in their fears, and the 
collection began. As he went to run that errand, I tucked 
children safely under desks and collected men and women who 
had run in from the streets in the taping room to run an old 
reel of "Cash Call." As I went to get an extra chair, we 
met in the hallway and it was at that moment of fear and 
pleasure that we connected. John and I snuck into the 
manager's office and stole a long, wide tube of Tootsie 
Rolls from his stash in the closet. He counted them 
regularly and when he found one roll or more missing, the 
entire crew was interrogated. We were high on command this 
night though, and could not have cared what the penalty 
would be. We handed out Tootsie Rolls to the children 
and beers to the adults.
Lonny and John were standing at the news podium 
sorting through the news after Kam stepped down from her
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farcicial performance. They called to Kam to "roll 'em" 
and they began to read. From there, they ran to the 
"Dakota Today" interview set and dissolved into another 
ten minutes of play acting. I took my place behind the 
"Cash Call" desk and Kam pretended to film me as I re­
enacted my daily phone calls. I retrieved the numbers from 
a fishbowl full of telephone book clippings, and then told 
the audience the count and the amount after spinning the 
Styrofoam wheel hanging on the wall behind my head. If 
the person guessed the right count and amount, I would 
squeeze a loud horn and present him with the jackpot. The 
miscalculators were awarded a conciliation prize: dinner
for two at a diner fifty miles outside of town, (that we 
later found had closed a year before), or a subscription 
to Grain Today.
John ran up to my podium as I began dialing the 
first number and stuck the fishbowl over his head. Goggle- 
eyed, he made a wish that he would win the stakes the next 
day as papers floated down to the concrete floor when it 
spun it around and around over his pressed black hair.
After the tornado had throughly swept the streets, 
and ran out to play with the dust on the prairie before 
retiring, we went up to Lonny's farm for a celebration. His 
land was on the edge of town, and upon approaching, we could 
see the long plains stretching toward the star-studded 
horizon where the kerosene sky lit the dust rising from the
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cow shelter. The crowds had come to gather in a melting 
collage, all swifting together in one flit as they danced 
round and round. The whirling smells of warm leather clung 
humidly in the air and the women's eyes were like crystals 
dazzled and dangling from the pulsating lifecord of their 
males; their bodies snapped to the rising twirl of the 
dance.
For me there was only spotlighted male slumped there 
in the corner of the din. I picked him out of that crowd, 
like opaque river glass embedded beneath the rapturous flow. 
He slid from his spot against the wall, away from the glib 
bodies chanting and rowing like a group of soothsayers.
Like a chameleon, he became indistinguishable beneath the 
hooves of that crowd, and in the brown stain of dust, I 
could not find him.
Pitted in starlight, the wind of the dying tornado 
howled round him, clamping his cream Stetson hat and tossing 
it about in whimsical play; he was naked in his pride- 
stance. He had faded out of the sphere of laughter and 
was lost to me for a time. I could see nothing in his eyes-- 
only the jagged darkness of a soul lost and roaming on an 
unfilled plane; the sky bleeding and blending him into the 
night.
John was a man I barely knew but had instinctual 
stakes on. He was my new footing, the fresh transfusion.
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At that moment, I took him from his grave of thought and 
warmed him with my hard, anxious breath, as a stale tide of 
days washed away with his touch.
At home we were our perfect sensual sources of 
life. My pleasure was a cord previously left ravelled. I 
went away with the long cord like a ribbon blousing up in 
the bob of an opaque wonderland. My chains to this world 
were pulled asunder and my soul floated on down to the 
plain of a dark, melting dream; and like a kaleidoscope of 
flashing, incongruent colors, it all comes back to me, placing 
me again on that high, gentle plain.
John turned, placing the wall of his hind side 
against me. I crept toward him, forcing him to face me in 
his interrupted dream confusion. He was my night and I 
would not let him have one apart from me. Oh, it wasn't 
that I wanted him again— I wanted to be inside of him, as 
much a part of John as the seed embedded in a mother's womb.
I laid in the hollowness of that night, watching 
the curved revolution of morning as it crept over his face, 
worn and haggard in his liquor-numbed rest. I left him 
lying there and went to the kitchen to watch the water- 
smeared sunrise and saw the dim outline of my milky body in 
the diluted dawn clouding the window.
John called for me, a desparate, mongoose-like 
twilling that echoed about the house in search of me. I
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I ascended the stairs and muscled a smile for him as he 
told me that he was afraid I had left forever, leaving a 
goodbye note taped to his back. John forgot that it was he, 
not I who was leaving. By the time I got to work he would 
be bound for Germany to work off his remaining two years 
of service duty. I thought then that I could never have 
him, that he would return to his world and leave me alone.
It was not until later that I was to discover that he had 
lost a part of himself that night and that we would spend 
years trying to find those two again. We laid there and 
watched cartoons in the hush of the morning lull until, 
without a word of goodbye, I bicycled down the winding 
North Dakota streets to my other roll.
I crammed my bike behind the "Action Van" two 
minutes before show time and ran onto the set. The show 
had just barely started when I took my place behind the 
podium and began twiddling with my microphone. I apologized 
for the empty air time, and after spinning the count and 
amount wheel, began picking numbers from the fish bowl.
There were empty beer bottles and Tootsie Roll wrappers 
strewn about, and before bringing the wet numbers out by 
sliding them along the glass with my pencil eraser, I had 
to remove a beer bottle from the bowl. I lined the soggy 
numbers up in front of me and stared in disbelief at the 
first one; it was John's. I dialed the number and after 
twenty rings, hung up the phone.
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4.
I could not accept your leaving me. The memory, 
like a mirror, was one that I could gaze into imagining 
my life without you, you forming and fading behind me in the 
reflection. My memory of you was mentally in tune, but 
physically foggy, absurd, perhaps even arbitrary; the 
reality that I lived was too physically correct and mentally 
nil.
Thus I chose to live in the sphere of memory, a 
patchless chore that I would have to wade through in order 
to have you again. I spent all of my time studying the 
encyclopedia of you that I had recorded in my mind, the 
familiar personal references that others had long stored 
away, now collecting data on new subjects. You were my 
context. I constantly went over the material I had assembled 
in my mind, working through it for relief. I thought that 
somehow I would come to a concrete conclusion through 
studying you, but each morning I woke to a reality that had 
not reassembled during my sleep. The dogs still roamed, 
sniveling summer pansies, jerking their heads as they tossed 
off down the alley with the sting of scent still fresh in 
their noses; the eggs we were to have for our last breakfast 
were still whiting in the refrigerator. The nucleus of my 
world was still miraculously intact. All days flooded 
together, yet I could not love them as I could before you 
descended into the normalcy of my days. Reflection was my
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only mode of identity. I could not find myself apart from 
you; I could not capture the self without the encyclopedia 
of our days together.
In this uninhabited ghost of a town the haze has 
lifted, like the clean day after a storm when the sun is 
monstrously apparent and I can never pretend that it is 
still night as I could with you. I walk the planks of 
memory to your silence. My body is stifled by the air of 
a thousand memories. I could not forget your face as I 
was leaving you, a face furrowed with weather lines, like 
the rich rows of a field, the moist land turned skyward. 
And your raisen eyes, the swirling blue-black hair with 
tinges of gray behind the ears; I could not forget them 
any more than I could forget the days that we shared 
"ducking" on the lake, diving beneath the water roots in 
search of imaginary duck eggs, or the infamous sturgeon 
that I claimed to want to spawn with.
Without you, everything took on the proportions 
of a surreal badland. I collapsed into the salvage of 
daydream.
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1.
1 9 8 0, Dickinson, North Dakota. The priest is 
my lover. I walk to confession each morning through the 
breezeway that connects my home to the church. I feel no 
guilt as I slip through the door, shrouded in black, to take 
my place beside him in the wooden room of secrets. I knew 
him long before the eternal silence. I have held his spirit 
closer than his God ever could. He needs me now as much as 
he needs his spiritual fulfillment, for I am warm and there. 
He wants to live without me, but I have followed him for 
years; no matter how far the parish, I go when he is called. 
I take my place by his side each moaning and we make love 
at dawn, before the night sinners come for their peace.
I have accepted my fate, however dismal, to be his 
woman for a short time before taking my leave, journeying 
back to a world that is void to me. He tells me that he's 
dead now; I have no life except that which I offer him.
I go to my room, a shallow, sunless spot, and spend the 
day caressing the object of his love, the cross he carved 
for me, restless after too much thought and tiresome work, 
in the image of his faith. Here in the day it is my only 
comfort for I have no one to confide in, no dreams to revel 
in, no other path I wish to take. I am throughly devoted,
I sacrifice my life for a man who is not male, not blood,
128
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but soul and alter-ego to his people.
Today I could not act so pious. I went to him, 
begging to be held longer, listening to the footsteps in the 
alcove, someone coming for the tenderness that I clung to.
I ripped the cross from his neck in frustration, the beads 
spilling over his cassock and rolling to the floor. One or 
two twined their way under the door, onto the worn mosaic 
of saints. I felt the smoulder--its silence, the mood 
elevated by my fervor. I wanted him to die then--I stopped 
my evil, before it reaches out to him, for then his God 
would win, leaving me without even his solace on this earth. 
The heels passed the confessional, and glided to the altar.
He still begged me to leave. Feeling like a 
punished child, I picked the beads from his robe, smoothed 
the wrinkles my body had lined on it, and left without 
turning back. Alone in my room I added the beads to a 
long string of rosaries that I had collected, trashing 
through his garbage in search of a part of him. My room is 
filled with discarded religious symbols, papers, old news­
letters, cracked virgins and other holy reminders. I leave 
them trailing across the floor, hang them on the walls, pray 
to them in the night before my sleep. I have no religion, 
only him. The nuns who let out the room to me, they believe 
that I am filled with the spirit that they mourn and long 
for. They keep me here as his maid, never suspecting the 
nuances we clutch each morning before they wake.
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2.
Long after he had gone, I spent my nights struggling 
to imagine his life as it was without me. I laid still, 
nurtured with remembrances, old voices wafting through me, 
the exclamations and wishes voiced so fervently that they'd 
echoed there in a hollow for years, booming as strongly 
now as then.
"I want to move about without my body," I'd said 
to him the night before he left me. He looked at me, a 
perturbed glance that quickly faded back to the neat 
enclosure of his packing. "I can't stand to be weighted 
down by this mass that I never feel comfortable in. Each 
night I concentrate on escaping, but never find the key."
My head cluttered with the haze of waning faces, I 
began to sway between reality and the truth of that dream.
My soul pulled from my inert body and softly slipped past 
the dangling crystal and pearl 'wishing necklace' that 
hung over my bed, one that he had given me as a reminder 
and pacifier, to gaze at its brilliance of color spattered 
about the room when I felt most alone, to hang my wishes on 
one by one, heavy too in their brilliance. I slipped out the 
window and glided across the plains, purpled by heavily 
bruised rain clouds, spotting the fields, filtering out 
their natural lean color, lending their own hue. I passed 
over my home, a dark and peacefully-nestled childhood, the
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roof heaving above the heavy breath of the family contained 
within. I longed to glide down, to fly to that still perch 
upon the weathervane, to cling to the cold grip of its iron 
wings, but I could not control the spirit as it flowed over 
the mountains, leaving my past slumbering.
Darkly, America faded into wispy cooling clouds, 
the waters appeared below, a shining row of trees flicker­
ing in the distance. Here, I felt joined with the water, 
skimming it lightly, raising a steady spray from the 
choppy surface where only a wooden ship cut roughly through 
the waves on a journey to land. Shattering exapnses of 
snow-covered the Alps; lost and chilled in the high night 
air, a feeling of hopelessness clouded round. I saw many 
men, different but with the same forlorn expression, 
trudging across the glittering expanse, blank walls of 
ice looming on all sides, trapping them in this world.
Miles apart, they zigzagged,long cumbersome trails carved 
in their wake, before they laid down, as others before 
them, out of weariness. Watching them traverse the hollow­
ness of life, I felt secure from the vantage, knowing that 
I had one last dream to clutch before I walked the unmerci­
ful gloom of that night.
Tumbling down the rutted pipes of memory, through 
a long exapnse of cloud to clear sky, one light instinct- 
ually b e c k o n e d . I  searched the gloom for a sign of him, 
and there, poised in the alcove, his feet resting on the
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wall, I saw him sitting in a bare wooden chair. The room 
was empty except for his still; all was centered on him 
as if he were a living art. I hovered closer as a maze of 
expressions, now calm, now distraught passed over his profile 
as if he could feel my presence but couldn’t fully 
conceive a journey in spirit.
I went away with my thought, travelling back to 
the time when he had told me that he was leaving for 
Germany and the incredible despair that I had felt. He 
was water skiing, floating directly behind the propeller 
after a fall. I wanted to kill him with it, turn the 
gear to reverse, to see the blood flow from his limbs, 
swelling in the wake of the boat. It was a time that 
clutched at me bitterly even now. When I came back, the 
room was the same except that he was gone. One lamp 
illuminated his empty chair, but a sense of him still 
buoyed in the shadow, flickered in the light, settling in 
a soft heap of radiance where he had sat. He came back 
to the room, as if sensing that he had left a part of 
himself behind and walked to the windows, opening them 
wide. I called out to him, begging him to come to me. He 
seemed to search the grounds in fright, heavy breath 
pulling from his lungs, steaming out the window into the 
night. He swept his eyes over the sky, across the barren, 
matted snowfields surrounding the house. I believed that 
he had heard my words, straining out of me into him, like
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the muffled words of lovers, whispered comforts from one warm 
coffin to the other, separated in death as they never were 
before, by the living. I saw him kneeling there before me, 
praying to his god, vowing to give his life for him, asking 
for peace in this disturbing night. I was pulled quickly 
home to my body; like the wheeling of the constellations,
I passed through the phases of night into dawn, catching the 
remnants of the water-smeared sunrise prisming the sky above.
3.
Weeks passed with no solace; I clammered about, 
dragging the weight of my body through each endless day.
My only hour of hope was the time that I spent waiting for 
the mailman. Then one day, it came, a letter from John.
I held it against my chest, trying to absorb it without 
opening it, afraid of his words. I fell back into the 
corridors of my mind, not wanting to surface and face what 
I had read, "I've decided to join the priesthood...I don't 
want to lose you, though I can never have you...I would 
give up everything for you but my soul; if I gave up that, 
you wouldn't have me..." I laid there, hearing the faint 
melody of Ukranian polkas sung by the woman next door as 
she watered shrubbery in the moonlight. Spray from her hose 
made a rivulet against the screen, pelting down on me.
Sensing my pain, Kam led me up the stairs, and 
without turning on the lights, began running water in the 
tub. Framed by the window, an orange moon hung, ringed 
with varying shades of black, blotting out the remnants of 
that painful day. An enormous calm settled over me as I
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looked out on it, forgetting the world that I looked to 
daily. But now with Kam crouching behind me, silent, there 
seemed no reality but this entity which I had ignored, always 
searching the world about me instead of lifting my eyes 
upward. As one could concentrate purely on dream, never 
achieving full consciousness in daily life, so I could 
concentrate on this other half of existence. I had forgotten 
my origin, become too attached to a temporary world, blocked 
it from my memory, though forlorn and lost on earth, it had 
become all too familiar. I vowed then to look toward the 
heavens for my peace. I sat in the water feeling the soft, 
warm waves that my body made as I stirred. Kam's calm 
breathing soothed me; I had the sensation of baptism, being 
cleansed of all wrong in this life.
"Did you ever feel as if you were longing for home, 
overwhelmed by homesickness, but it was not any home that 
you could remember? I think John feels that way. He's 
longing for something he knows nothing about, an existence 
he can’t even be sure of except in his heart. As a woman,
I long for him...but if I separate myself from my wants, I 
can understand him. He loves something removed from this 
world, but as a man, he longs for a tie with life— me, 
something that his god could never give him."
4.
I kept up a vigil all that summer and fall, dividing 
my time between writing to him and waiting for a response. 
Nights, I spent lying in the dark, bargaining with God, 
bartering with all that I had, all that I would ever have.
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begging him to take it in exchange for John. I had called 
John in Germany one night, and he had informed me that he 
was on his way back to the States to enter a monastery.
One night in November, I was driving across the 
prairie, looking out at the clouds, cowering in the sky and 
illuminating the snow all about. I saw John standing out 
there on a cloud in the center of the sky miraculously 
suspended, alone. He was the sole spot of life; it seemed 
as if all energy, all forces were drawn to him, I saw them 
streaming through him; for the first time, I saw his outer 
worldly self, devoid of social layers. It was the pure 
self, the man striving to free himself from the world. 
Layers of cloud blocked earthly vision, letting the pure 
light of his soul break forth into that night sky without 
noise or other interference to distract. I was overcome 
by a silent reverence for him at that moment. As one in 
sound sleep is left untouched, I could not desecrate this 
divine apparition by want of my own soul, but rather leave 
him pure for his god. Having ignored my path for so long,
I jolted back as the car went sliding off the road.
I woke in a cramped bed to a silent, bare room.
The moon was all that I could see from there. I searched 
the sky for a sign of John, but he was no longer there.
The vision had faded and with it, my lofty thoughts of 
leaving his soul untouched. I felt no pain but was oddly 
ecstatic, thinking that perhaps this was part of my bargain
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with God, a sacrifice of sorts. I carefully raised myself 
out of bed and crept to the hallway. It was lit on either 
side by candles, and except for an occasional icon on the 
walls, it was empty. Lifting a candle from the socket 
where it hung, I walked the length of the dreary passage. 
There seemed to be no end to it until finally I reached a 
crosspath and went wandering down it,
A mass of darkness, framed and shining in my sallow 
light hung at the end. It was a portrait of Jesus, a back­
ground of pitch black paint, and a moon identical to the 
one that had been haunting and drawing me, hanging over 
his right shoulder. I knelt on the wooden floor, sending 
up a prayer to him.
"Please give him to me. You see, I won't relent.
We could go on this way forever because I will not give in. 
You put him here on earth knowing this would happen. It's 
not entirely my fault. I’m human, and you've taken away 
my life through craving; what more can you possibly want? 
You have thousands of others who would gladly do your will, 
if only you would ask them. Don't take the one thing that 
I want in this life. Give him back to me, and I will grant 
you anything."
"We'll grant your wish, on one condition." The 
voice came from behind me, and I turned to face an old 
monk, his gown long and dragging like a bridal veil. He 
blew the flame from my candle and lifted his own to my 
face.
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"You don't ever give up, do you? My, but we're 
having trouble with you. It is rare that someone is granted 
a request such as yours, but we can't have you ruining 
things for us. You are too strong to keep down; you seem 
to have retained too much power and bore it onto this earth. 
Give us your soul, now, to serve in the name of God and John 
shall be yours, your priest to love throughout your life, 
but only for a short time each day, for both of you will 
have your duties. You can not be permitted to spend your 
days as you would as if you were free."
"I'll sacrifice my life for him, but must I give 
away my soul?" I could see in his eyes that was what I 
must do. "I accept your terms."
"Now, go back to your room. Your persistence has
been rewarded. You must never ask of God again."
With the sunrise came a nun commanding me to don
the habit she had brought. I had been assigned to care for 
Father John Muggli, a personal maid, so that he could go 
about his work without menial interference. I was to stay 
in my room until she returned for me. I stayed in that 
room, wandering from my bed to the window, staring out on the 
landscape and a giant Holstein cow that stood in the distance, 
its feet planted apart, resting on separate mounds. She 
stared straight at my window, seeming to see me without 
moving her plaster eyes.
Each morning I watched in amazement as a pilgramage
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of nuns marched in perfect form to that cow, mounting by 
way of the ladder propped against her side, where they sat 
staring out at the sky until the sun began to set over the 
bleak snow-covered prairie. At night when the moon rose 
to calm me, they had already scuddled back to the confines 
of the monastery, quickly, as if in fear. I began to feel 
as if I were doing something evil worshipping that moon, 
for they never looked heavenward once the sun had set.
I'd become accustomed to the silence when the nun 
returned. John had been instated into the church that 
afternoon and she had been instructed to transfer me 
to another room in preparation for my new life. Each day 
had evolved into the next without change, except that John 
and I were no longer free. He had been deceived into pledging 
himself to God, and I, who had the real calling, vowed my 
services to him. The nun led me down the hall, and I 
searched the gloom for the portrait of Jesus but never 
found it. We came to a breezeway that joined this building 
with a larger one, and from there she led me to a room 
identical to the one I had vacated, containing only a metal 
bed. She informed me before leaving that this was to be my 
home as long as Father Muggli was here, that I w:as to stay 
to myself and leave the others alone. I made a vow of silence, 
promising never to speak to anyone but John for the rest of 
my life. I wondered if I would ever see John again, and 
fell asleep trying to search him out in my mind, as I had 
when he was in Germany, but the power was denied.
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I woke in the middle of the night and went to the 
window. I was startled to see a row of priests making their 
way to a giant buffalo, standing proud against the night 
sky. He was the same size as the cow, which I couldn't 
see from this window, for it was blocked by a wing of the 
adjoining building. The men formed a ring about the edifice, 
lying there quietly for hours staring at the sky as the nuns 
had done. As the sky began to lighten, I switched my gaze 
from them to the distant streaming clouds, rain falling 
somewhere out on the prairie. When I looked again at that 
human formation, they were rousing themselves from the 
ground and hurriedly joining in line.
As they came to the last field before the wall that 
surrounded their home, they broke into a trot, as if running 
for protection before the sun caught them. The nuns who 
kept vigil on the cow moved past them at the same pace, 
wthout glancing up. I put on my habit and running past 
the men who filed into the courtyard, caught up with the 
last of the nuns. She kept moving at a steady pace until 
suddenly, they all turned and stopped, and forming a ring 
around me, silently pointed to the monastery. There, 
framed high in a window, John looked down on us, his face 
illuminated by a single light. As they turned to continue 
their journey, I made my way to the building, intent on 
finding that room.
The room that I entered was a blazing configuration 
of lights and candles, stained by the colors reflecting off
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of the decorative windows above. It was a large church, 
lined with statues interrupted by a confessional on each 
side. Rows of pews lined the path to the altar. John 
was standing up there, robed in black, a huge wooden cross 
hanging about his neck. I was entranced by him; it had 
been months since I'd seen him and this transformation 
overwhelmed me. He made no move, though he was watching 
me; no motion to greet me, as if he had expected this meeting.
"Clis, I've been asked not to stay with you long.
You know that I want you, but for now I can only stand 
apart and look. I've been told that we can only be together 
for a short time each day. We must do as we are told; we 
aren't free any longer. Just be happy that we've been 
granted this exception. I'll never ask any more of you than 
that you share my love each morning, secretly, before the 
rest get up, for they musn’t know of our pact."
"I'll do exactly as you ask, but what can I do the 
rest of the time? I’ve nothing to do if you don't want me 
as your maid, and I’m not permitted to speak to anyone but 
you."
"Clis, you can't possibly ask for more. No other 
woman in your position every got her dream. You must be 
thankful for that alone and stop begging for more."
With that he walked down the long expanse from the 
altar, and taking my hand, led me to the confessional. We 
held each other and made love in that cramped, dark space
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until, as was to happen every day, we heard footsteps approach­
ing so parted before we were discovered.
I spent my time waiting for the morning when I 
could go to him once more. Late at night I always went 
behind the building where he lived to rout through the 
garbage in search of worn remnants, onces that he might have 
discarded, anything that he could have touched. I took these 
treasures back to my room, and lovingly arranged them until 
the dawn.
5-
Over the years he was transferred to several differ­
ent parishes throughout the state. Each time it was never 
him who told me of this move; I was notified by the telltale 
cross carved on the outside of my door, warning me to pack 
quickly and watch at the window. A horse would be there 
sometime during the night, waiting to lead me to John.
When it appeared, I would untether it and wait for it to 
instinctually carry me to him. I was always quite excited, 
hoping that each new place would bring about a change, that 
someone would befriend me or that I would be permitted to 
spend more time with my priest. Nothing ever changed.
I still longed for him, all of him, and though I appreciated 
what I had been granted, it was never enough. I'd kept my 
vows, but I missed my freedom, as I missed my life, the growth 
and constant changes that should have gone along with it.
All that I had was John. Looking back now, I realized that
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at the time I had made my vows I'd never quite pictured 
the situation in its entirety, but had rushed into it, 
ecstatic at the thought of being with him.
Now, I sat in my room throughout the day, playing 
with the beads that I had gathered from the floor as 1 was 
leaving him that morning. He had rushed off, flustered and 
enraged by my behavior, clutching the cross without a chain. 
When he had gone, 1 stooped to gather the beads and the 
string that held them. 1 was bewildered, expecting him to 
react in some other way than rage. 1 wanted him to say, 
"Clis, we've got to get out of here. Let's leave this night­
mare and go someplace alone." But he hadn't; his god was 
still more powerful than 1.
Tonight 1 crept to the stone wall, waiting for the 
parade of nuns to pass. Here, just as everywhere, a cow 
and a buffalo were erected on the distant plains. 1 watched 
as the nuns entered through the gate in the waning sunlight, 
aware that the men would be approaching soon. 1 had never 
been able to distinguish the male figures apart, but 1 sus­
pected that John also went out into the night. Soon the 
first of their ranks passed, their footsteps clammering on 
the flagstones. He wasn't among them, so 1 reached out, 
clutched at a monk's robe and begged to know where John was. 
It was the old monk that 1 had encountered the first night. 
The nuns were passing now, and 1 was wedged in between them. 
At the end of the woman's procession 1 saw the nun 1 had met
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on the second day. She reached out and ripped the chain 
from my neck. I clutched at the cross John had made for 
me; the monk unclenched my hand, and taking it from me, 
joined the ranks, carrying it off to the buffalo. I ran 
from the nun, into the building and through a maze of 
hallways, frantically searching for John. I had been afraid 
of him after that morning, now that I'd broken my vows, I 
was afraid of his god. Silence met me as I opened the 
heavily-ornamented door of the church. In the shadows I 
could make out the silhouette of a man hanging high against 
the front wall above the altar, motionless, with bowed head. 
Directly above him, as if in imitation, the moon hung in 
the window. I ran from him, quickly, back to my room, where 
I began to plead fervently to God.
"Please give him to me. I can't stand it any 
longer. What you've given me is not enough. I want his 
soul. I refuse to share him any longer."
A warm body came hurling out of the dark. The 
empty horror of John's body weighed heavily upon me, as we 
lay face to face, equally devoid of soul, the cross which he 
clutched brought my blood welling upward— yet, still I 
prayed.
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1.
January. 1982. Ligonier. Washington. I felt an 
overhwelming resentment toward John. I laughed at him in 
fear, hoping secretly that he would fail himself, that he 
would forego the priesthood for me. 1 knew that he wanted 
to continue to see me until he entered the priesthood. I 
convinced myself that nothing could be more fulfilling than 
a tumultuous affair, one in which we met once or twice a 
year and made perfect love. Those times would be fermented 
in my mind as times of absolute peace, ones that 1 could 
bring back from their captured place to help me through the 
remainder of the year so that 1 might undertake my endeavors 
without interference.
Memory is the ultimate in this life. We are not 
aware of the totality of the situation as it is being lived-- 
pleasure and insight come with retrospection. What 1 am 
doing at the moment is never so important for 1 could be 
doing any number of things to make it through the day.
Night would spray paint the landscape whether 1 was with 
the man 1 loved or reading about love in a book. Whenever 
the tools of remembrance choose to go digging, they discover 
a bottled scenario that cheers and refreshes for the days to 
come.
1 have numbered and filed my memories and am no 
longer chasing the actuality of the day. 1 have learned
1#
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that it is not our time together that is important hut the 
strength and satisafction we derive from having heen to­
gether, having a memory to prove it.
I had been looking for turmoil and the exquisite 
joy of pain when I first encountered him. It was passion 
that brought us together. He fitted perfectly into the 
scheme I needed to create in order to feel what I needed 
to at that time. Whenever there has been a long drought,
I need to find an object to stimulate me in order to fulfill 
my life.
For the true lover, the one who realizes he is in 
love with himself, with the converging of the senses in 
one overwhelming, sparking unison, he doesn't need the 
reassurance of the loved one. He is self-sufficient in his 
passion and can more than likely invent responses to any 
mannerism. He has totally invented a passion that may 
not even exist in the other participant. The feelings 
that I evoked on his behalf have carried me through the 
nullity of the past year and a half. Without the thought 
of him masquerading in the shadows, I would be lost in a 
passionless world.
Having felt love is the reward; having tested my 
emotions and found them in working order. There was a 
time in my life when I wanted a man much like myself, one 
who followed the same motions in life, who adhered to the 
same thought patterns. Now I want the silent mutual under­
standing. Before seeing John, I think that I have a million
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things to discuss, many things that we must work through.
I search for words to transmit these feelings, conducting 
long monologues with myself again and again for total clarity. 
Yet after seeing him, I don't remember my words, I can't 
remember what I needed so badly to express. Somehow, (a 
point in time that went unnoticed by both of us), all was 
clarified. I leave him with a sense of renewed life, ex­
pectation and newly-found energy for my endeavors; a quietude 
nothing else could afford me. That he let himself be lent 
out as the beginning note of my melody has brought me rhythm­
ically back to him.
2 .
There was a time, after first meeting John, that I 
became obsessed with him and his religion. I felt the fatal 
conversion gripping my sensibilities. He had nothing to do 
with it. It came upon me because of my obsessive nature.
I had been raised a United Presbyterian. I was everything 
that a good girl should be. I did my time in the nursery 
before graduating to Sunday School where I followed the 
pictorial ascent of the animal kingdom to Heaven above. All 
too soon I was ripped from the delight of storytelling to 
the matter-of-fact distorted preachings of an ex-florist 
turned minister. To this day there is no one I respect less 
than that converted florist who so boldly trespassed upon my 
thoughts and came to prey upon me one balmy summer day. I 
was fourteen at the time and was having a pleasant but 
garbled conversation with my horse, when he came to sell me
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on a weekly seat where I could listen to his divine drib- 
blings for an hour.
I had done my time singing in the red velveteened 
trio of Fenton's for years in church basements around the 
community, singing "How Great Thou Art" for a mere slice of 
strawberry juice-saturated shortcake. For some reason that 
song always reminded me of a washerwoman hanging Union suits 
on meadow clotheslines; a woman who had trod more heavenly 
meadows than our ex-florist ever would.
Sometime in my tenth year, I woke one Sunday morning 
to my God-quivering father prodding me out of bed, trying 
to lure me with two dozen chocolate-covered doughnuts. I 
simply told him that I would never return to church until 
it made me feel, until passion was aroused in my soul. 
Naturally he was shocked, even hurt a bit, for he worried 
that my soul would be left behind on the long public march 
to the heavens. I am no gentle lamb.
Up to the point where John's faith intercepted 
with my own disbelief, I had remained agnostic. But 
with the arousal that I felt for him, our obsessions 
blended. I believed at that point that Catholicism was 
my truer nature and in my delirium, took to writing to 
God in my journal, and calling upon him to evoke thoughts 
of John. I was using God in order to transmit overseas 
messages to John, once he had returned to Germany. I 
suspect that he knew what I was doing and let me use him so 
that I would not realize in my weakness that I was crazed
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for a time. He let me use him as a crutch until I could 
rationally formulate the truth in my own mind.
My need for a god-figure and a social faith has 
dwindled and I am strong in myself once again. Catholicism 
has become as much of a farce as the rest of those idiotic 
religions. Still, religion is my passion, but a religion of 
my own creation, one whose only commandment is to feel.
3.
I no longer resent John. In fact, I couldn't 
respect him if he gave up his dream for me. I want him to 
be a priest, to remember my chill fingers running down the 
smooth skin of his belly as he listens to confessions of 
lust in his church. If he enters the priesthood, he is 
mine forever; the priesthood would crystalize our love in 
a greater form and we would no longer need to practice it. 
This romance is one of ultimate satisfaction to me.
I wonder what would happen to the glorious frame­
work of our love if he suddenly came to me and, foregoing 
his thoughts of the priesthood, centered into my life again. 
Possibly the same confused situation that occured when he 
was with me the second time, when I had to focus my passion 
on another, namely Bob. John would fall from his high 
realm and become part of the finite world and I would have 
to sneak away in search of something more fantastic.
That I am willing to sacrifice my love, to give 
up the object, John, to something greater than me--that is 
the ultimate sacrifice. As long as I have accepted this
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sacrifice to the point where I can play it out in my mind 
to the end without wincing, then it is achieved. A pre­
supposed sacrifice takes on greater meaning than its 
actuality. I have done my duty, what I ultimately set 
out to do in order to say that my life was fulfilled, by 
conceptualizing the eternal separation, and so I am hardly 
concerned by the outcome.
All this may seem absurd, but it is chiefly this 
absurdity in life that we have sought all through time.
So many men have set out to bridge this chasm through the 
means they see most fit. Passion is my own means of bridging 
that gap. We live in a very pale time. I have become too 
accustomed to its ease and have gone gallivanting out of 
the field of vision. Honor has lost its track; there are 
few obstacles left on this earth. Other men will invent 
wars; will sacrifice their lives for menial things, but I 
have chosen to sacrifice through mental means while my body 
hangs lazily round this typewriter, creating this blood 
blister of words.
I never wanted to live in this world, and John has 
afforded me the means of grandiose escape. He encompasses 
and fulfills my need for the infinite in daily living. Thus 
I am relieved of the terrifying search for it and can peace­
fully go about my petty doings knowing that I am simultaneously 
fulfilling grand ideals.
We have achieved the ultimate love in the sense that 
if he is to forgo my love through joining the priesthood, he
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will love me forever in his mind rather than in the physical 
sense. That he can love me forever without constant re­
assurance, without my presence to draw his attention to my 
finer points— this is the best type of love. Through the 
scores of others that he encounters, still his love for me 
is palpable, more vivid while the others remain in a world 
of skeletal ratios. God and I have dealt with our jealousy.
I realize the absurdity of our destructive pulling over him. 
The finite and infinite cannot come to terms; they are in­
conceivable to one another, though perfectly attuned and 
aligned.
4.
I can not remember whether or not he wore a cross 
the first time we made love, or even if that tiny gold cross 
around his neck ever existed. Nevertheless, it stands out 
in my mind. I remember that when John and I were making 
love the night before he was to return to Germany, (our first 
parting), I tried so hard to realize the present. I was 
missing him already, but instead of looking at him, my 
eyes were fixed on a portrait of a kind pastel Jesus hanging 
on the wall. I felt a deep alliance with that image, as if 
we both had the same maternal feelings for John, as if we 
were both his keepers. At that moment of realization, I 
remember the sensation of cold metal swaying and gently 
touching me as I watched it move between the picture of 
Jesus and my face. That cross is with me still when I 
remember making love.
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CHAPTER XIII 
1.
January. 1982. Ligonier. Washington. My mother 
had cabin fever. I feel the affliction of this cursed 
inheritance, for I have world fever. Everything that I do 
seems senseless in infinite terms. It is so absurd to 
wander aimlessly through this world. All of my knowledge 
takes on the proportions of fairy tale dribblings, ones 
which have been passed on down through the ages and are 
inapplicable to my present state. It is inane to busy 
myself with infinite longing and the sense of duty, the 
want for sacrifice, when 1 know nothing of ray purpose. My 
depths are like a cave that 1 have entered and can not find 
my way back through to the light; the more 1 search for a 
point of adhesion with infinitude, the darker it becomes. 
This unfuliflled passion promotes paralysis, and fettered 
as 1 am in my own self-assured longing, cabin fever 
descends.
2 .
1 have searched through rain clouds, horoscopes 
and a geode of crystal gems for a clue of your love, John. 
You were the last unexplored frontier, a mass of blazing 
confused colors in a world that is entirely brown in my 
mind; brown like a sagebrush rolling within its boundaries. 
1 was initially tempted by your clear longing eyes, the 
man in the flesh; 1 clung, rich in pain, to the deep spur
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of your luscious male center. You embodied the overwhelming 
warmth of a soul, dear; a breathing sex so familiar it was 
an integral part of me. But this longing is only temporal; 
it will linger and gnaw, but eventually fade, for you are 
so remote and utterly beyond my reach, enveloped in the rich 
calling of your god. I stand alone as you move to a higher 
sphere that I find it impossible to connect with.
Now you are just a snapshot, rich and breathing 
like oven-warm birthday cake, the candles' flame doused by 
the heavy lid of a coffin as it is forced into the cold, 
healing ground.
Gratefully, the days are wearing on, away from the 
memory of you, those pitch black rustlings in my mind. I 
can no longer find my way back to that maze of dreams, the 
labyrinth door has been locked and time goes on with or 
without the substance of life.
3.
Through the migratory darkness I see gleams of 
hope, for now I know the filler and epoxy of my days. I 
suffer for betterment, to add a pyramid of knowledge to 
my person, to dig myself from the ruins, driving these strong 
ruinous feelings from my heart and nerves. I have recaptured 
the soft lore of the mere importance of being alive; a 
life so simple it seems complex to survive.
As I lie here in the numb hush of a night too cold 
to wander out into, the window blind billows with icy air.
Far below I see the eyes that have haunted me throughout
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the winter; a dull shadow of hope lingering there. She 
had kept constant watch over me this season, as I faded 
in and out of the sphere of living and got lost for a time.
4.
Like a recorder, I had retained all of John's words 
to play back again and again at will. I could no longer 
connect with those words; like the face beneath the ice,
I wanted to be free. I had already ached too many glorious 
days away and it was time to refill the bin of dizzy, lost 
days. For the last time I replayed John's words and then 
sent that cold structure of disconnected syllables marching 
to the emtombment of my brain.
I remembered a game that I had played as a child: 
opening the Bible to any page and the verse your finger 
landed on was your personal prophecy. I lifted a Bible 
from the shelf and opening it at random, found my finger 
resting on this line;
"You are Daniel, and you have seen the vision."
Lifting the shade, I saw her hair willowing out 
beneath the ice, her face pressed and smeared, yet fixed 
trance-like upon me; the water web of ice crystallized so 
tightly she could not possibly escape. I opened the window 
and tossed that Bible out into the night. I heard the roar 
of water; the ice clog broke, and a terrifying surge of 
water freed the ice flow from winter's hold, and crackling 
off toward the larger tributary, it wriggled its way out 
of the solitude of my part of the river.
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That face had remained with me, heralding the move­
ment of the waterfowl that swooped onto the branches burdened 
with ice nodules, pecking at berries, then leaping into the 
air after them as they plunged to the ice and rolled into 
the drifts. The ice had felt the weight of the dogs frol­
icking over its thick skin, jumping from shore to ice, tufted 
with snow; noses licorice-colored and humid; falling through 
an ice node; yelping, then bounding to a secure hold in 
their roam. The ice that entrapped my image had weathered 
through more than the physical aspects of winter. She had 
remained at watch over me as I grasped at the old wishes and 
voices— remembering the overtures and undertones of my life.
Now, the ice was free to go; its recess on my fork 
of the river was over. When I looked down again from my 
musing, I saw my image lift from beneath the ice, and rise 
in a fine circle of light, up into the fog of that night.
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